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Consumer Report by David Chrisman 
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America used to be a country where 
every red-blooded boy wanted to 
grow up to be President. Then came | 
Nixon, Ford, Carter, Reagan, Bush; 
each an icon of impotence. What kid 
would aspire to fill the trousers of 
these stale fogies? 

The Presidency needed a jolt, and 
William Jefferson Clinton has been 
the man to pump fresh blood into 
the Oval Office. Bill Clinton has 
restored the inappropriate hard-on 

to its highest ranking, and he is 
HUSTLER's 24th Anniversary Hero of 
the Year. 

Bill Clinton has the appearance of 
a man who, despite a sexual-mis- 
conduct lawsuit hanging over his 
head, has engaged in an 18-month 
affair with a woman less than half 
his age. 

Beyond that, President Clinton 
gives every appearance of being a 
man who enjoys his dalliances, even 
as he denies them. 

The meat-eating American male 
can be proud of Bill Clinton as 
President. Bill Clinton is this country’s 
ultimate role model. Our lives will be 
fuller and happier if we adopt his 
methods and manners. 

Inside accounts agree that Clinton 
has consolidated his power to con- 
centrate on the issue that is upper- 
most in every vital American's 
agenda—stray pussy. 
As recounted in Paula Jones's law- 

suit, Arkansas state troopers “were 
instructed by Clinton to approach 
women and to solicit their telephone 
numbers for the Governor, to drive 
him in State vehicles to rendezvous 
points and guard him during sexual 
encounters...to help Clinton cover up 
his activities by lying to Hillary about 
her husband's whereabouts.” 

Every guy worth his nut has lost 

Corporate toy- 
maker Mattel has filed a lawsuit 
against a British men’s maga- 
zine and a German version of 

Men’s Health. These periodicals 

published photos of Barbie and 
Ken dolis engaged in simulated 

wives or encountered trouble in the 
workplace or been disgraced among 
members of his church due to reck- 
less pursuit of trim, but who among 
us can say that he has endangered 
his career, his marriage, his standing 
in the community and compromised 
national security, all for the sake of 
an extracurricular blowjob from a girl 
who could be a classmate of his 
daughter? 

Bill Clinton's legend gained such 
fame that on January 17 of this year, 
the President submitted to a daylong 
interrogation about his sex life. It is 
doubtful that Nixon and Bush could 
fill an entire hour with their com- 
bined sex lives 

Clinton's answers to his inquisitors 
are instructional. Any honest male 
can squirm out of trouble at home by 
using Bill's patented White House 
methods 

— 

Mattel 

sex. According to Mattel’s suit, 

Barbie and Ken’s “wholesome 
and aspirational” 

been damaged by the “improper, 
sexually explicit positions.” A 

lawyer contends that 

Pick a story, and stick to it. 
Clinton insisted to reporters that he 
did not urge Monica Lewinsky to lie 
to legal interrogators. When asked if 
he had talked to Lewinsky at all, 
Clinton repeated that he had not 
advised her to lie. 
Discredit the accuser. (Clinton 
depicts Dolly Kyle Browning, a friend 
from childhood who has described a 
long-running relationship with Bill, 
as jealous and unhappy that she 
never slept with him. 
Shift blame to others. Bi! Clinton 
was not involved in finding a New 
York job for Monica Lewinsky. Bill's 
friend Vernon Jordan was in charge 
of Monica's job search, at the 
request of the President's secretary 
Express outrage at accusations. 
“Im going to follow the law,” said 
Clinton after his deposition was 
leaked to the Washington Post 

image has 

"Somebody in this case ought to fol- 
low the law." 
Split hairs. In an interview after 
Monica became America’s most 
famous alleged cocksucker, Clinton 
insisted there “is’ no sexual rela- 
tionship between he and Lewinsky 
That's not saying there never was 
Use language that might mean 
anything. The President has repeat- 
edly denied an “improper” “sexual” 
relationship with young Monica 
lf offense must be admitted, dis- 
tance and minimize. Clinton 
acknowledged that he did have sex- 
ual relations with Gennifer Flowers, 
but claimed that relations occurred 
just one time, way back in 1977 
Claim virtuous motives have 
been misunderstood. 8\/! sug- 
gested that his perceived mauling of 
Kathleen Willey was actually an 
embrace and kiss on the forehead 
intended to comfort her 
It Works! “| forgive him,” said evan- 
gelist Billy Graham, “| know the 
frailty of human nature. He has such 
a tremendous personality that | think 
the ladies just go wild over him.” 

Not every Republican and feminist 
empathizes with the Reverend 
Graham's compassionate under- 
standing of President Clinton's 
tumescent frailty, but HUSTLER 
does. Bill Clinton has brought 
Americas Magazine and Billy 
Graham to common ground, some- 
thing no public figure has done 
before him 

Our President may not become the 
first leader of the Free World to suf- 
fer impeachment for following the 
imperative of his dick, but he has 
made the Hero's attempt to grab that 
slice of history. The red-blooded 
HUSTLER man cannot help but fol- 
low in Bill's boots 

since 1959, when Barbie was | 

introduced, Mattel has tried to 

ensure that 

“associated 

obscene, vulgar or distasteful.” 

Except for the Asshol 
make her. 

the doll is never | 

with anything | 
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How well do you know your D.C. pussy? Match 
these overexposed mugs to their newsworthy 
organs, and win a free year of HUSTLER. 
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PARODY. NOT TO BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY. PUSSIES DO NOT CORRESPOND TO FACES. SORRY, BILL 
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“I'M STILL OFF 
BURGERS.” 

The hideous effects of mad- 

cow disease are enough to 
make even militant meat 

| eaters pull beef from their 

| diet. Case in point: unstop- 
pable mouth Oprah Winfrey. 

Obese, unsightly and unpre- | 
dictable. How far will this 
pathological eater go to fill 
the void left by giving up 
ground round? 

PARODY. NOT TO BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY. OPRAH'S 
HEAD STRIPPED ONTO MODELS BODY. NO ONE 
WAS EATEN IN THE PRODUCTION OF THIS GAG. 

HUSTLER Presents Madeline 
Albright’s Job interview... 

——_—_  - — ,.i 

- 

“IT WORKED FOR — 
MONICA; IT CAN 
WORK FOR YOU.” 

- 
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PARODY. NOT TO BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY. HEADS STRIPPED ONTO OUR MODELS. “It's always the artist that suffers... want the viewe 
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In the 30s, the only cure for jungle fever was a rope 
and a tree. Hopefully, the brave lovebirds in this black- 
and-white of black on white got off without a hitch. 
F. J. Kantzer of Marion, Ohio, pockets $150 for sending us this inspir- 
ing picture of interracial harmony. Send multicultural submissions 
from yesteryear to HUSTLER’s “Porn From the Past,” 8484 Wilshire 
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Boulevard, Suite 900, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. Include a self- Yl 

addressed, stamped envelope if you want the photos returned. 

JOHN GLENN says: Lost Control of Your 
“| TOOK ONE SMALL CRAP FOR MAN... 

AND ONE GIANT DUMP IN DEER ENDS. 

PARODY. NOT TO BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY. THERE IS NO SUCH PRODUCT AS DEEP ENDS, JOHN GLENN, HOWEVER, IS PRETTY OLD 

July HUSTLER 

Bowels in Space? 

Space travel was exciting when | 

was in my 30s. But now that I’m 
pushing 80, I know that too much 

excitement can leave my space suit 
a galactic mess. That’s why I depend 
on Deep Ends undergarments every 

time I’m ready to launch. They’re 

absorbent, airtight and functional at 

2,500 Gs or zero G, from blastoff to 

touchdown. So the next time I say, 
“Houston, we have a problem,” I can 

be sure it won't be floating around in 

my space suit. Thanks, Deep Ends! 
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Urine HUSTLER 
I read in the April °98 Feedback that 
HUSTLER will be featuring women uri- 
nating in the June and July issues (“Pissy 
Posse”). I can hardly wait. You had better 
plan on printing some extra issues. | gam- 
ble that the magazines will sell out 
quickly. HUSTLER made an excellent 
decision in pursuing the peeing trend. My 
compliments to the staff. Does HUSTLER 
have any suggestions for purchasing a 
peeing video? —M. R. 

Grafton, Ohio 

We hope Daisy: Fetish Peddler in the June 
'98 issue temporarily relieved your yearn 
for urine. And how about that golden squat 
in our current centerfold? For information 
about obtaining micturition movies, check 
out “Yellow Tide: Female Piss Videos 
Stream Onto the Market” in this month's 
Erotic Entertainment. 

Whore Tour 
My wife and I are very interested in the 
HUSTLER article about the Bunnyranch 
brothel in Nevada (Down the Rabbit 
Hole: Horny Hopping at the Moonlight 
Bunnyranch Brothel, Holiday °97). We 
have three children, two girls and a boy, 
all over 18 years old. Last summer, we 
took the family on an erotic tour of Eu- 
rope. We attended swingers’ parties in 
Sweden, France and Holland. We are 
hoping that HUSTLER can supply us 
with information about sex parties in the 
United States geared for adventurous 
families looking for a good time. —K. J. 

Goleta, California 

For a fucking great family vacation, grab 
the kids and condoms, and head to the 
Edgewater West Adult Resort, as fea- 
tured in A Family's Affairs: Two Swing- 

ing Generations of Open Marriage in 
the May "98 issue. 

Monica Madness 
| am disappointed in HUSTLER. Where 

are the articles about Clinton and Sex- 

gate? Monica Lewinsky appeared on the 

Any ofter that seems too good to be true is probably untrue 

covers of Time and Newsweek. Jay Leno 
and Dave Letterman spoke incessantly 
about the issue. Is President Bill Clinton 
a super-stud or what? Where can I meet 
a woman like Monica Lewinsky? 

—R.A. 
Broomall, Pennsylvania 

Women like Monica Lewinsky are found 

Daisy: Fetish Peddler 

July HUSTLER 

by dealing only with mail-order merchants who accept credit-card payment and have a working phone number in their ads 
| 

in dining establishments that contain rich 

men and big buffet tables. For an oral 
history lesson in Presidential politics, 
tour super-stud Bill Clinton's hall of 
shame on page 10. 

Bubba’s Secret Service 
After seeing the Paula Jones pictures in the 
March ‘98 issue (“Paula Jones Without 

Makeup,” Bits & Pieces), the only sense | 
can make of the alleged advances is that 
the President wanted a blowjob from a girl 

uglier than his daughter. In the same is- 
sue’s cartoon about Bill’s bent pecker, | 
reason that Monica Lewinsky and Bill 
Clinton didn’t necessarily have to be in the 
Same room for oral sex. His cock could 
have curved around the wall. Now that | 
think about it, Bill’s dick must be bent to 
fit around Paula’s seven-inch schnozz and 
into her nasty mouth. —D. F. 

Woodland, California 

Interesting theories, D. F. What do you 
think about John F. Kennedy and the 
magic bullet in Dallas? 

Swap Mate 
HUSTLER, hook us up. My wife and | 
are looking to find some hard-fucking 
orgies, where couples trade mates for 
the night. —C., S. 

Rockingham, North Carolina 

Before swapping spouses, spend some 



HUSTLER’S' 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
— $44.95— 

A daring new magazine devoted to the 
exploration of the forbidden. Nothing is 
too bizarre, and the extreme is the norm. 
HUSTLER’S TABOO features the most 

» exquisite and exciting models in the 
most provocative pictorials—HOT, 
NASTY and EROTIC, even PERVERSE. 

Introducing 
HUSTLER’s 
Most Exotic 
and Fascinating 
New Publication! 

TABOO 

[ ]6 issues 
—only $14.95 

[| 12 issues 

—only $29.95 

‘ ‘ 

(( Subscriber copies mailed in 
unmarked, sealed envelopes. 

HUSTLER'S TABOO Magazine 
P.O, Box 15657, Boverty Hills, CA 90209 oll-free 

| subscriber service number 

» 1-800-566-5760 _! 
credit card orders only 
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Basic subscription rate: 12-issues $39.95. 



FEEDBACK 
time with sex sage Jeanna Fine. In this 
month’s Dear Slut, she offers sound ad- 
vise for swingers in “Erection Infec- 
tion.” See the Feedback response to 
“Whore Tour” for party directions. 

Pictures of Willy 
Does HUSTLER know of any contests 
like Beaver Hunt where men can send 
in nude pictures of themselves? I know 
America’s Magazine used to run “One 
for the Ladies” back in the ’70s. Please 
let me know. I'l] stay loyal to HUSTLER 
until the day I die. —A. S. 

Virginia Beach, Virginia 

Publications that display photos of naked 
men without an accompanying female 
run the risk of being branded a different 
kind of men’s magazine. 

Father Knows Best 
I will never purchase another copy of 
HUSTLER Magazine. Why? I did not 
find the joke regarding the girl who re- 
ceives a penis from her father after her 
mom leaves for work funny at all 
(HUSTLER Humor, April °98). I cannot 
believe that anyone who has a mother, 
daughter or sister could find the joke 
even remotely humorous. You have 
forced me to purchase other magazines 
for the beautiful women I used to enjoy 
in HUSTLER. You ought to be ashamed 
of yourselves. —J. W. 

Via Internet 

HUSTLER Humor is words and ink, not 

actual accounts of real people and ac- 
tions. We can only assume that you erro- 
neously believe HUSTLER advocates 
child molestation by running a joke 
about a taboo subject. Your flawed logic 
reflects your limited sense of humor. 

Vision of Racial Harmony 
I have an idea for a future lesbian layout. 
I’m excited by the thought of a white and 
black woman together. The white woman 
straps on a dildo and fucks the shit out of 
the surrendering black female. Strap it 
on, HUSTLER! —D. H. 

Camp Pendleton, California 

Hot and Bothered 
Congratulations to L. D. from Fairburn, 
Georgia, for sending in the “Lube Tube” 
letter (Hot Letters, April '98). This ts the 
most disgusting letter I’ve read in all of 
my life. I felt turned on and nauseated at 
the same time. L. D.’s story was original, 
unique and disturbing, to say the least. 

Where did he come up with the idea of 
jerking off with Liquid Drano before 
fucking his girlfriend? —J.P. 

Mandeville, Louisiana 

We should be asking you, J. P. Hot Letters 
come from the minds, experiences and 
pens of readers like yourself. 

Nothing for Something 
I wanted to let HUSTLER know that some 
of the companies selling sex films in the 
back of the magazine will rip off the 
buyer. I ordered nine tapes for $32 in July 
of last year. I still have not received my 
tapes. | wrote the company several times. 
They claim to have never received my 
check. I photocopied my cashed check and 
sent it to them. | demanded my tapes or 
my money. After seven months of waiting, 
I have received nothing. I’d pay to stick 
the tapes up their ass. —A.S. 

La Cygne, Kansas 

Hustied by Playboy 
I’ve been a longtime reader of HUSTLER. 
Your magazine is wonderful. The 
women blow my mind. I have a request 
for a future pictorial. | saw a Playboy 
layout that featured the Swedish Bikini 
Team. | want HUSTLER to reshoot the 
pictorial and show off the pink that 

Hugh Hefner ts afraid to print. The girls 
were beautiful, but the models in Play- 

boy never spread their legs. How about 
stripping the Swedish team out of their 
bikinis? HUSTLER could display the 
Scandinavian sluts sucking juicy twats 
and fucking one another with dildos. 

—J. M. 
San Jose, California 

HUSTLER ’s pink pages prove that the 
only pussy revealed in Playboy ts Hugh 
Hefner himself. 

Jane Hancock 
Every issue of HUSTLER is great. You 
always have hot-looking women. A 
hobby of mine is collecting autographs. | 

was wondering if it was possible to buy 
signed HUSTLER centerfolds?’ —R. H. 

, Mishawaka, Indiana 

Included with the usual sticker price, 
every HUSTLER Honey of the Month 
personally signs her centerfold and even 
adds a few choice words of inspiration. 

Fit for Clit 
| have been a regular HUSTLER reader 
for years. | love the layouts of beautiful, 
sexy ladies. Usually, | am impressed by 

(continued on page 35) 
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JEANNA FINE TELLS THE 
FUCKING TRUTH 

This month in her regular column, porn 
legend Jeanna Fine responds to readers 
seeking erotic enlightenment. She invites 
you to drop her a line and join her on the 
fearless quest for the fucking truth. 

BISEXUAL BLUES 
A few months ago, my girlfriend admitted 
to fucking her sorority sister while I was 
home on Christmas break. Now my girl- 
friend thinks she’s bisexual. She says she 
loves me and is committed to the rela- 
tionship, but I’m worried that she'll cheat 
on me again. Can dick alone satisfy a bi- 
sexual woman? —S. E. 

Palo Alto, California 

Your answer lies in the question. Bi- 
sexual people are sexually attracted to 
males and females. Unless you're a_ 
hermaphrodite with both sets of uten- 
sils, your girl needs more than just your 
tool. If she’s made a decision about her 
sexuality, you have to accept her orien- 
tation. I suggest you view her craving 
for cunt as a dream-come-true. Parlay 
her new sexuality into a steamy three- 
way with another hot chick. If you can't 
handle the concept of your girl stepping 
out for snizz, you need to move on. 

PANTY PANDEMONIUM 
Doing laundry, | noticed the waistband of 
my lace panties had been stretched. With 
a little detective work, I discovered my 
boyfriend likes to wear my silky drawers. 
When I confronted him about his choice 
in underwear, he became sullen and em- 
barrassed. —J.P. 

Schenectady, New York 

As long as you're not dating Marv 
Albert, don't stress. Your boyfriend's 
predilection for panties is quite normal— 
nothing more than a jumble of leftover 
childhood emotions caused by feeling 
Mommy’s silky slips. Purchase some 
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large-size lingerie for him. Play dress up 
together. Incorporate the new angle into 
your lovemaking. Tell him how sexy he 
looks in his panties. Ask him to describe 
the sensation of satin on his cock. 

CHEAP FUCKER 
My cousin recently visited Las Vegas and 
paid $160 for a blowjob. I think he 
should have haggled with the hooker. Do 
most prostitutes start with a high price 
and expect negotiation? Or is bartering 
bad business? —T. S. 

Sacramento, California 

I can't imagine sucking a stranger’s 
cock for less than $1,000. God bless 
those girls who work for minimum | 
wage. If you want a cheap meal, buy a 
Big Mac. Don't go to Spago’s and argue 
about the price of lobster. Hooker- 
friendly Las Vegas charges high rollers 
a little more for hummers than most 
American cities. One hundred and sixty 
dollars sounds like a fair price for oral 
favors from a beautiful woman. Ugly 
women work for less. But remember, you 
are fucking her face. Always let the girl 
approach you first when soliciting sex. 
By law, undercover cops cannot make 
the first move on would-be johns. If you 
insist on a fiscal debate, don’t talk shop — 

in public. Haggle with hookers in the 
privacy of your car or hotel room. 

ILL SHIT 
When I fuck my girlfriend in the ass, she 
demands that | wash my pecker before | 
stick it back in her pussy. My trip to the 
bathroom ruins the rhythm of the sex. 
She claims that shit from her butt causes 
an infection. I think that both holes are so 
close, a little poop shouldn't make a dif- 
ference. Is she right? —A.C. 

Drain, Oregon 

You ungrateful bastard. Feel blessed 
your girlfriend pleasures you with her 
body. Your complaints fall on deaf ears. 
If you think that a trip to the bathroom 
ruins the rhythm of sex, how about fuck- 
ing an infected pussy and peeing painful 
green cream cheese? Yes, your girlfriend 
is absolutely correct. Bacteria from the 
colon cause terrible infections in the 
vagina, Never allow impatient dicks to 
go directly from the asshole to the pussy 
without a thorough cleaning. 

(continued on page 25) 

July HUSTLER 
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“Just look at all this filth we're 
saving that 

sick son of a bitch from.” 
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This EXCLUSIVE one-time offer 

is limited to the 

. and 
, mecludes a personalized 

introduction from Chasey 

along with a special 

; lusty message. 

is offering a 

CHASEY’S BEST SCENES, 

that’s bound to be a 

“must-have” for any 

 CHASEYMANIAC! 

D Packaging & Delivery Costs 
VISA MASTERCARD AMEX 

ALL TOLL FREE/24 HOURS 

-800-274-0333 
ext.HHiss 

: imailwithpaymenttoday 
3] = P.O. Box 900° Carrboro, NC 27510 #9400 | 

Please rush my CHASEY'S BEST 
| SCENES VIDEO in plain packaging. I've 

Adam & By.  @nclosed $4.95 to cover postage and handling. 

Charge my: |_| Visa (_)MasterCard [ |American Express 

Acct # See Exp. / 

I've Enclosed:|_| Check |_| Bank Money Order (Payable to Adam & Eve Sony, nocasherCO0's) | 

Name 

| certify | am over age 18. 

Address 

City ZIP 

Oto vol in UT, Al, , MS, | TW, KY, 4 AR. 
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FULLY ERECT 

Directed by Brian “Cheeks” Williams; starring 
Solveigh, Kiki, Mia Ciccero, Sinderella, 

Tina Mint, Dave Hardman, Kyle Stone, Stoney 
Curtis and Steve Hatcher. 

Videocassette: VCA Platinum. 

Most people bumble through life, search- 

ing for their purpose in God’s grand 

scheme. From their nut-wrenching perfor- 
mances in Aim to Thrill, porn players 

Solveigh and Sinderella have found their 

true calling blowing skin flutes. Solveigh, a 

decent-looking, mulatto tramp, sucks Dave 

Hardman’s dick like a high-powered shop 
vacuum. In return, Hardman tongues her 

wrinkled bung and frothing slash. Face 

glistening with girl glaze, Hardman pile- 
drives his pecker into her bruise-colored 
butthole and instantly spills spuzz. A heli- 

um-filled skeleton, Sinderella seems little 
more than baby bones and a fuzzy twat 

eagerly awaiting a stuffing. Sinderella’s 

tiny mouth gift wraps a cock bigger than 

her forearm. With a crazed look in her eyes, 

Sinderella, an ex-Max Hardcore fuck doll, 

ad libs, “I'm a lying, little fucking whore,” 
while Steve Hatcher dumps choad on her 
alabaster tummy. Shot after shot, Thrill 
drills the pink bull’s-eye. 

—Muttch Shepard 

July HUSTLER 
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AIM TO THRILL: Solveigh curls up for cramming. — 

ay / . 
AIM TO THRILL: Kiki and Solveigh AIM TO THRILL; Hardman feasts on 

salivate on bone. Solveigh's slime holes. 



Several hundred of the nation’s most 
distinguished filth mongers gathered at 

the West Hollywood, California, 
Wyndham Bel Age Hotel on February 6 
for the 14th annual X-Rated Critics 
Organization (XRCO) awards. 

Tarted up in their finest slutty attire, 
porn starlets mingled with XXX direc- 
lors, producers and woodsmen in 
black-tie in the Bel Age Hotel's elegant 
ballroom, chatting socially before the 

awards ceremony, 
“How wonderful to see you!” gushed 

an elegantly dressed tramp to director 

Gregory Dark, kissing him lightly on 
ine cheek in the manner of a high- 

society madam. 

Dark shot her a puzzled look and 
mumbled, “Hi.” The trollop sashayed 

into the crowd. 
“| dont know what [m supposed to 

talk about,” Dark complained. “What's 

the use in talking to girls unless you re 
lucking them or shooting them in a 

movie?” 
“It you expect people to start hump- 

ing on the tables,” warned the emcee at 
the start of the awards show, “you don’! 
give the people of this industry enough 

credit. 

Timber and Ember Haze 
freshen up in the ladies’ room. 

In the lobby, porn sirens furiously 
humped each other on the tables, hop- 
ing to have their pictures taken by 

faunch-press paparazz!. 

The XRCO awards were voted on by 
an esteemed academy of raunch critics, 
including reviewers from HUSTLER. 
Among the winners were Gregory Dark's 
[he Psychosexuals tor Best Video 

Feature, Paul Thomas's Bad Wives for 
Best Film Feature, Jill Kelly for Female 
Performer of the Year, Nikita for Starlet 
of the Year and Chloe for Unsung Siren 
of the Year. 

“Congratulations on your award, 
honey!” Jeanna Fine exclaimed to Chioe 
with an affectionate slap on her ass. 

“Jeanna’s so nice,” Chioe enthused 
‘| don't really know her, but she once 

fucked the shit out of me with a dildo.” 
“They're all a bunch of cock smokers,” 

observed Robert Black, after being 
passed over for Director of the Year. 

“Fuck them all.” 

Sidney Steele clutches 
Zoé’s life preservers. 

THREE-QUARTERS 

ERECT 

Directed by Rolling Images: 
starring Chelsea, Nicolette, Sylvia 

and unnamed stud. 
Videocassette: Xavier Productions. 

Bubblegum Babes showcases 

the all-natural talents of girls 

who look barely old enough to 

take candy from strangers. No 
gimmicks, such as pigtails or 
bobby socks, are needed to make 
these fecund, amateur tramps 
appear cherry-ripe; they are 

truly just 18. Chelsea, a flame- 
haired nymph with long, gazelle 
legs and fresh-sprouted cream 
buds, skips through a field 
admiring the farm animals. She 
squats. Her parted butt cheeks 

form a Cupid’s bow with a fuzzy 
quiver in the middle. Urine 
gushes and splashes her toes. 

Could nature offer a view more 
lovely? It does when Sylvia, a 
milk-skinned blonde, spreads 

her fuchsia bunghole and allows 

herself to be gently sodomized 
by a trusted triend. Bubblegum 
Babes bursts balls sweetly. 

—Mack Assarian 

Directed by Jack; starring Stephanie 
Swift, Missy, Anna Malle, Holli Woods, 
Angelica Sin, Alyssa Love, Candy Hill, 

Mickey G., Hank Armstrong, 
Brian Surewood, Rich Handsome, 
Dave Hardman, Rick Masters 

and Kyle Stone. 
Videocassette: Puritan. 

Defining the “90s buzz-word 
extreme is tricky, especially in 
reference to the video’s nonsen- 

sical title. The overused adjec- 

tive modifies modern sports, 
such as snowboarding or bungie 

jumping, when participants 

incorporate unconventional 
tricks or balls-out aggression. 
What's extreme about Extreme 

Strictness in Morals? Not much. 

Thanks to Gregory Dark’s 

legions of imitators, a rainbow- 

1s 

haired clown sodomizing a 
girl’s cotton-candy-pink butt- 
hole has become commonplace 

in porn, Missy’s feeble slurpjob 

on husband Mickey G.’s wand 

elicits yawning. Cherubic Holli 
Woods’s dazzling smile, bril- 
liant-blue peepers and innocent 
airs breathe new life into 
Extreme Strictness in Morals, 

but not enough to bring it back 
from the dead. —WM. §. 

Directed by Jef Hickey and Matt Zane: 
starring Jacklyn Lick, Holli Woods, 
Brittany Andrews, Alyssa Love, 

Raylene, Mila, Julie Rage, lan Daniels, 
Rick Masters, Lemmy, the Alkaholiks, 

Nellie Pierce, Zoli Teglas, Insane 
Clown Posse, Sean Rider, El Duce, 

Alec Metro, Coal Chamber and Craig 
Setari. Videocassette: Zane 

Productions. 

Backstage Sluts #/ lures the 

gullible consumer with the 
prospect of seeing depraved 
punk groupies in action. Instead, 
Sluts delivers paid, professional 
porn skanks porking in the usual 
positions. In between are inter- 
views with genuine music-biz 

talents, such as El Duce, leader 
of the Mentors. “You get an air- 

head at the truckstop,” El Duce 

babbles, expounding his seduc- 
tion technique, “and you go, 
‘Bitch, you gotta get down on 

the dick!’ ” Note to anyone con- 

sidering El Duce as a possible 

role model: Shortly after this 
interview, the Don Juan of 
truckstops stumbled onto a train 

track and was shredded by a 
locomotive. The jam sessions 

put on by various XXX talents 
prove more gripping than the 

tall tales of backstage debauch- 

ery told by the assembled 

dullards of rock. Violent J, the 
white-boy rap poseur from 
Insane Clown Posse, brags of 
his sexual prowess, but proves 
himself a ball-less Clown when 
an actual, ready-to-slam porn 
slut enters the tour bus, and 
Violent J flees. Backstage Sluts 

#] is a mediocre performance. 
—M. A, 

July HUSTLER 
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THREE-QUARTERS 
ERECT 

Directed by Santino Lee; 
starring Niiya Lee, Deelicious, Sexxy, 
Cheyenne, Mocha, Q. Lee, Giovanni, 

Giovanne, Ron Bossman and Santino Lee 
Videocassette: New Sensations. 

With the subtlety of a crack 

addict sucking cock for rock, Sex 

TV drags a 20-dollar bill through 
the shady side of the city in a 

search for cinema sluts. Director 

Santino Lee enlists beaucoup bal- 

loon-chested, big-booty bitches 

for his second installment of porn 
verité Nubian Princess. Hiking up 

his gut, Lee captures the double- 

penetration debut of video virgin 

Niiya Lee. His bone buddy, bear- 
ing a shocking resemblance to a 
pudgy Cuba Gooding Jr., spreads 

Niyas legs like peanut butter 

before inserting his varicose-vein 

pipe. Surrounded by chocolate 
goodness, Nitya’s cunt gapes open 

with a swirl of color: pink, yellow 

and white, like the center of a 

Cadbury Creme Egg. Santino 

pulls apart the two basketballs that 

form Nuya's well-endowed but- 

tocks and burrows Alabama black 

snake into her dirthole. Hot-faced 

and humiliated, Nuya bugs her 

eyes as two tummy sticks play 

poker in her piss and shit slots. Sex 

IV numbs the brain and palm with 

ebony ecstasy. —M. 0. 

BUBBLEGUM BABES VOLUME ONE: 
Sylvia's sodomy lesson. 

Directed by Jim Enright; 
starring Marilyn Starr, Chloe. 
Johnni Black, Alyssa Allure, 

Deva Station, Christi Lake, T. T. Boy, 
Tony Tedeschi, Peter North and J. J. 
Videocassette: Wicked Pictures 

Real life mimics art in Mind 
Games. Tony Tedeschi overacts as 

an Italian greaseball porn producer 

bankrupt of ideas for his next fuck 

flick. Tedeschi brainstorms with 
two ass-licking assistants. His 

annoying Stallone impersonation 

voices the visions that become 

video reality. A blonde in metal lin- 

geri¢ looks like the Tin Man with 

tits, as she aggressively attacks 

beefcake J. J. for a messy lubeyob. 

Tedeschi takes on double-wide 
Marilyn Starr and a frog-faced 

brunette in a sick game of Twister, 
sinking his plastic-coated pecker 

balls-deep in pedestrian pussy. [. T. 

Boy anally abuses doe-eyed Chloe, 

slapping her clit as if the meaty nub 

were an unwanted stepchild. Boy 

terminates the coupling by catapult- 

ing cum into Chloe's velvet-soft 

kisser. International male Peter 

North ogles rodent-faced Christi 

Lake’s gigantic yogurt sacks while 

throwing rod into a bulbous blonde, 

slathering the two tramps in man 

mayonnaise. Mind Games fucks 

around, but comes through with 

some prick-stiffening results. 

—M. S. 

EXTREME STRICTNESS: Candy Hill unwraps 

her moneymaker. Woods's creamers. 

MIND GAMES: Marilyn Starr, di tiber slut. 

. 

BACKSTAGE SLUTS: Daniels milks 
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Female Pigg Videos Stream Onto Market 
Cunts have an assortment of uses. They 
look nice spread out on a bed or the back- 
seat of a car. They (often) taste good. They 

are fun to fondle, pleasurable to fuck and 

make excellent sperm repositories. Cunts 
also piss, but until recently, only a trickle of 
videos was available to quench the thirsts 
of female-micturition enthusiasts. 

Mother Productions, based in Orange 
County, California, is now flooding the 
mail-order market with femme-urination 

videos, Peeing, Volumes One to Three. 

Each peehole epic is saturated with 
chicks pissing all over the place. They 
squat on counters and spray kitchen 

sinks, climb trees and rain on the grass, 
drain bladders in showers, stand and 
squirt like men, hike skirts and fill cham- 

| pagne glasses, crawl into cat boxes and 
pee like animals, dribble onto (hotel 
room) couches and, of course, whiz into 
good old-fashioned toilet bowls. 

Each Peeing video presents 12 to 20 
"up-close, thigh-quivering, anus-twitching 

views of pink-pussy geysers in action. The 
cost of each video is $35 to $45. 

Mother Productions’ illustrated catalog 
is a source for special-interest vids, such 
as knocked-up sluts, lactating mamas, 
bondage bitches and lady freaks with 
pussy lips big as “bat wings.” 

A Mother Productions catalog may 
be ordered for $5 by phoning 1-800- 
200-0420. 

Cunts spring leaks in Peeing, 
Volumes I to 3. 

Directed by Ron Hightower; 
starring Son Doobie, Sophia, Menaja, 

Juicy, Yasmine Pendavis, 
Kimberly Kummings, Karen, China, 

Devlin Weed, Byron Long and 
Dave Hardman. 

Videocassette: Vivid. 

Only hard-core fans of rap will 
recognize Son Doobie, the big- 
eared, muppet-voiced rapper of 
Funkdoobiest, in his adult-film 

debut. Before skewering a kinky- 
pubed clam with his ivory tusk, 
stunt cock Dave Hardman fails 

to disguise the lie to a brown- 

sugar slut: “You’ve never heard 
of Son Doobie? He’s the biggest 
rapper around.” Son Doobie’s 
biggest asset appears to be his 
ego and capacity for self-delusion, 
not his Puerto Rican pud. Three 
heinous “Doobie girls” fawn 
over the pint-size pop artist as he 
flaps his gums about trips to 
Barbados and jet planes. General 
repugnance, gold fronts, swap- 
meet jewelry, gang tattoos, stretch 
marks, ingrown hairs, scars and 
hair extensions are requisites for 
entrance into Doobie’s harem of 
pit-bull-faced princesses. Doobie 
hides his chicken butt in a pair 
of Sears boxers and dunks his 
dork in three shitters before 
eking out a meager dribble of 
nut sauce. Mostly playground 
boasting, Porn King stays true 

to the rap game and to the 
unfortunate, ugly reality of the 
street. —M. A. 

starring Kelly O'Dell, Alexandra Silk, 
Nicole London, Morgan Fairlane, 
Candy Apples, Annah Marie, 

Roxanne Hall, Mike Horner, John Decker, 
Steve Hatcher, Vince Vouyer 

and Kyle Stone. 
Videocassette: VCA. 

Bobbing on a blood bone until 
her face breaks a sweat, 

Alexandra Silk blows rod like a 
potential suicide trying to choke 

20 

herself to death. 2 A.M. manages 
to be a bore anyway. A sure sign 
of tedium is noticing the acne on 

a trollop’s butt cheeks, as well as 
the unhealthy coating of white fur 

on the tongue of the horndog 
munching her beef flaps. The 
addition of ball slime to the 
tramp’s stubbly, plucked-chicken 
skin does not improve the picture. 
Remember that bar from every 

other VCA video that has a bar in 
it? It’s back again, this time serv- 
ing as backdrop for a dreary, con- 

dom-wrapped stuffing in which 
the viewer notes that ace lighting 
technicians have discovered a 

method for making the flesh on 
every scrow in 2 A.M. look like 
sandwich meat that has turned 
shades of gray. 2 A.M. should be 
put to sleep. —M. A. 

Directed by Roy Alexandre; 
starring Anouska, Erika Bella, 
Reka Gabo, Eva Evanovich, 

Lazio Bart, Mike Foster, Firenz Lang 
and Andrew Youngman. 

Videocassette: Roy Alexandre Productions. 

The majesty of certain images 

never fails to captivate the 
imagination—a beautiful sunset 

over a romantic beach, a water- 
fall tumbling from a volcanic 
cliff, a chick being ass-fucked 
while her girlfriend tongues the 
excess lube dribbling into her 

clam and the climactic, chunky 
spray of scuzz into both bitches’ 
faces. There are no sunsets or 
waterfalls in Russian Rhapsody, 
but breathtaking perversions 

abound. The plump piles of joy 
atop Erika Bella’s chest spend 
most of Rhapsody gyrating at 
high speeds as various blunt, 
skin-covered instruments ham- 
mer her cervix and sphincters. 
At one point, two chuds muscle 
into Bella’s baby chute at once. 

The all-brunette cast of ex- 
Commie sluts is subjected to 
vigorous keisterings through- 
out. Russian Rhapsody is a jubi- 
lant celebration of sodomy. 

—M. A. 

July HUSTLER 



SON DOOBIE, PORN KING: 
Juicy and Sophia make a Doobie sandwich. 

Planet Sex 
THREE-QUARTERS 

ERECT J 

Directed by Anita Rinaldi: 
starring Anita Rinaldi, Regina Diamond, 
Erika Bella, Simona Osborn, Reggie, 

Shinella, Maria, Susy, Erika Noir, Rita, 
Leslie, John Walton, Frank Mallone 

and Andrew Youngman. 
Videocassette: Xcel. 

Other than the gentleman arrested 
in Los Angeles recently for 

allegediy planning to ass-rape 

Academy Award-winning helms- 

man Steven Spielberg, most 

healthy individuals don’t fantasize 

about having sex with directors. 

Anita Rinaldi’s behind-the-camera 

efforts in Planet Sex, coupled with 
her behind’s enticing on-screen 

appearance, ensure her position as a 

director worthy of stiff pricks. 

Offering almost as many sugar- 

glazed holes as a doughnut shop, 

Rinaldi serves the confectionary 

cunts in a fist fucker’s feast of DPs, 
gang-bangs, double-dick clam 

crammings and wad-splatting 

atrocities of anal violation. Rinaldi 

bares her frontal melons and shaved 

split in the finale; regrettably, the 

helmscunt goes unfucked. Planet [J | . wor’ = 

Sex is a good place for one-handed RUSSIAN RHAPSODY: Anouska, PLANET SEX: A pre-gang-bang greeting 

stalking. —M. A. poised for XXX stardom. for Shinella. 
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A quick checklist of features reviewed in past issues 
of HUSTLER and HUSTLER EROTIC VIDEO GUIDE. 

Cafe Flesh 2 (VCA) 
Jeanna Fine, Stacy Valentine, Dave Hardman 

Klimaxx (Sin City) 
Angela Ambrus, Gina Savage, Jofi Parker 

L.A. Lust (VGA) 
Helen Duval, Stacy Valentine, Mark Davis 

Operation: Sex Siege (Private Gold) 
lvy Crystal, Dina Jewel, Zoltan Hess 

Skin XI: Unbound 
(Eurotique Entertainment) 
Nikita, Raylene, Mickey G. 

HUSTLER Presents: The World’s 
Luckiest Man (Vivid Video) 

Jon Dough and 101 porn stars 

Ben Dover's English Asscapades (VCA) 
Cheryl, Lisa, Steve Perry 

Fountains of Innocence (VCA) 
Taren Steele, Juli Ashton, Billy Glide 

Up and Cummers #46 (Evil Angel) 
Leianni Lei, Sana Fey, Randy West 

John Leslie's The Voyeur #10 (Evil Angel) 
Nikki Anderson, Erika Bella, Zoltan Cowboy 

The Audition (Wave Film) 
Melissa Hill, Sindee Cox, Steve Hatcher 

Buda (Evil Angel) 
Ursula Moore, Reka, Andrew Youngman 

New York Uncovered (Plum Productions) 
Cynthia Hammers, Anna Malle, 

Hank Armstrong 

Paradise (Wicked Pictures) 
Jenna Jameson, Avalon, Peter North 

Rearview Mirror (VCA Platinum Plus) 
Ruby, Raylene, Monti 

Ancient Asian Sex Secrets (Vivid) 
Stephanie Swift, Kobe Tai, Mark Davis 

Bad Girls #7 (Vivid) 
Mila, Jacklyn Lick, Tony Tedeschi 

Rob Black's Gangbang Angels 
(Elegant Angel) 

Stephanie Swift, Tom Byron, Ron Jeremy 

Heart & Soul (Wicked Pictures) 
Missy, Jill Kelly, Mickey G. 

Sin-a-Matic 2 (Vivid Raw) 
Stephanie Swift, Mila, Peter North 

Deep Throat: The Quest Begins 
(Arrow Productions) 

Jill Kelly, Karime, William Margold 

My First Time 
(Oooh LaLa Productions) 

Donna Warner, Delfin, Sean Rider 

Wall to Wall Volume 2 
(Pleasure Productions) 

Charlie, Kira, Jeremy Steele 

ONE-QUARTER 

5 a 

Directed by Bud Lee; 
starring Asia Carrera, Roxanne Hall, 
Michelle Smith, Nichole, Heidi Price, 
Alexis Devell, Laura Palmer, Raylene, 
Veronica Hart, Liza Harper, Brittany 
Andrews, Leeanna Hart, Charlie, 
Sindee Coxx, Avalon, Johnni Black, 

Holly Body, Alex Sanders, Mark Davis, 
Lance Wood, Michael Hart, J. P. 

Ronnor, Dan Miller, Craig Lee, Bud 
Lee, Stryker, Leaf Erickson, Jonathan 
Morgan, Mike Horner, Alec Metro, John 

Decker and Steve Hatcher. 
Videocassette: Adam and Eve Productions. 

What is considered talent in 
adult cinema: a slut’s ability to 

play Chopin on a harpsichord, or 
her capacity to squeeze two 

boners into her juicy slit while 

mouthing a third cock? The obvi- 

ous answer eludes Appassionata. 

Bright star Asia Carrera plays a 

time-traveling pianist in this 

overblown, boneless blunder, 

dragging the viewer from 19th- 
century Vienna to present-day 

Los Angeles. In bad form, 
Carrera tickles the ivories with 
her fingers more often than a 

turgid cock tickles her ivory 
teeth. The musical score, some- 

thing like the soundtrack to a 
Grey Poupon commercial, sucks 
more dick than any chick in the 

flick. With amazing tits and ass 
like Carrera’s, the viewer cares 
not if she plays the piano, as long 
as she fucks. The glossy styliza- 
tion and period costuming, as 

well as the long-distance over- 
head lensing, waste Carrera’s 

true talents. More cerebral than 

sexual, Appassionata fails to 
stimulate. —M. S. 

Directed by Brian “Cheeks” Williams; 
Starring Randee Lee, Kiki, Vanessa, 
Heather Lynn, Shelby Myne, Sunny, 

Kyle Stone, Sledge Hammer, 
Stoney Curtis, Dave Hardman and 

Jeremy Steele. 
Videocassette: Pleasure Productions. 

Stray hootchies roam the streets 
in Born for Porn, waiting for 
goons to roll up in flashy wheels 
and spirit them into the glamour 

of XXX video. Shelby Myne is 

7?) 

i~_ = | 
APPASSIONATA: Hall, Charlie, Avalon and Andrews mutually munch. 

\ 

BORN FOR PORN: Vanessa and Kiki display smiles. 

an affable piece of ass rescued 

from a strip-mall parking lot and 
dumped into a foldout bed with- 
out any sheets. Myne shakes out 
of her undergarments, revealing 
firm, freckled teats and big, 
squeezable chunks of butt. Kyle 
Stone buries his snout in her 

crack and labors vigorously in 

her squishy crescent. So goes 

each of the scenes. Some of the 

fresh meat 1s tainted with C-sec- 

tion scars and rippling beer guts. 
Stoney Curtis hits the jackpot 

with a pair of rum-skinned 
Latinas, Vanessa and_ Kiki, 

exceptional lays who prove the 

rule that most of the mutts in 

Born for Porn should be put up 
for adoption. —M. A. 

July HUSTLER 
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‘Dear (continued from page 14) 

lf your wife’s number of partners distresses you, you should have used your 

abacus before you married her. Don’t ask an honest woman questions if you can’t handle her answers. 

MISDIRECTED YOUTH 
1 am an 18-year-old film student. My 
goal in life is to direct porn movies. I 
have absolutely no idea how to start my 
career aside from moving to Los Angeles 
or New York City. Any advice? —S.R. 

Austin, Texas 

I know several successful straight- 
film directors who used pornography 
to learn their trade and earn a spot 
behind the camera. Many cinematog- 
raphers subsidize their incomes by 
lensing porn. You definitely need to be 
in Los Angeles to work in the business. 
Before you hop on the bus, write a 
simple sex story, and shoot an adult 
couple engaging in intercourse. AS 
long as the viewer sees, hears and gets 
off to the sex, you're heading in the 
right direction. Pack an open mind, a 
willingness to work hard and your reel 
into your suitcase of dreams. Submit 
the tape to an adult-entertainment 
company that specializes in amateur 
tapes, such as Homegrown Video. If 
they like what they see, they will ask 
you for more. 

ERECTION INFECTION 
My wife and I joined a sex club through 
a local listing. We attended a couples- 
only party. Everyone used condoms. A 
few days later, my wife developed an 
infection. Do actors in the porn industry 
develop infections despite the fact that 
participants are “disease free”? —D. T. 

St. Joseph, Missouri 

Disease free is a relative term. We 
are only free of disease as of the minute 
the test comes back negative. The lapse 
of time between the doctor’s office and 
the porn set or bedroom opens the win- 
dow for pesky germs. Having hours of 
sex with multiple partners makes a 
pussy raw and sore. Combined with 
strangers’ spit and dirty hands, infec- 
tions become commonplace. No orgy is 
risk-free. I recommend that you con- 
tinue to limit the risk factors. Ask part- 
ners to wash their hands and scrub 
under their fingernails before playing 
doctor. 

EXPLOSIVE ORGASM 
I am a 22-year-old female. Often when 
I’m climaxing, I have a gas attack. I 
feel so ashamed and unsexy, I don't 
want to make love anymore. Will an 
antacid help to avoid the embarrassing 
situation? —K. J. 

Fort Collins, Colorado 

The muscle contractions that accom- 
pany an orgasm expel bowel gas. Avoid 
foods that cause noxious fumes, such as 
broccoli, beans and cabbage. Antacids 
won't cure flatulence. They only stabi- 
lize food in the stomach. Farts are born 
in the colon. Don’t fuck near any 
flames. 

PUNGENT PUBES 
I love to eat my girlfriend's pussy, but 
sometimes her clam smells fishy. I think 
her pubic hair is part of the problem. Do 
shaved vaginas smell better than musty, 
hairy ones? —D. B. 

Jackson, Michigan 

Yes, odors cling to hair. Furry kitties 
inspire a Slightly stronger outward 
aroma than shorthairs. AS soon as you 
part her meat curtains, you'll whiff her 
natural musk. I suggest showering before 
sex if the odor offends. 

LOOSE LIPS 
[ am a 48-year-old male. | recently mar- 
ried my third wife. I’ve had sex with 
plenty of women in my life. I’m not a 
prude. My new bride admitted she has 
fucked more than 400 men before me. 

Her astronomical number of partners 
makes me uncomfortable and unattracted 
to her. I love my wife. How can I over- 
come this feeling? —R. C. 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

If your wife’s number of partners dis- 
tresses you, you should have used your 
abacus before you married her. Don't 
ask an honest woman questions if you 
can't handle her answers. Her sexual 
history indicates she’s not been satis- 
fied with one man. Only time and fi- 
delity will quiet your fears. If you 
married her because of love, the num- 
bers shouldn't make a difference. If you 
married her because you thought she 
was a virgin, then you’re the 401st guy 
she’s fucked. 

NA Pinte — ay 

Do you have a question for Jeanna? Write 
to Dear Slut, clo HUSTLER, 8484 Wilshire 

Boulevard, Suite 900, Beverly Hills, CA 
90211, or E-mail at slut@Ifp.com& 
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Oe : Two daydreaming pussies transform a float in the pool 

e into a fantasy of life-raft raunch. 

’ “Oh, no, Faye,” cries buxom Tawnt. “We've run out 

¢ of food and water!” 

. ; Tawni’s first mate opens her well-toned legs. 
' * 

F 5 . : : 5 

\ “We'll have to eat each other in order to survive. 

2 tA i/ hs After a few lashing heat strokes from her castaway 

es. companion, Faye purrs with pleasure. 

i ah 4 “I hope we never get rescued...” 
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FEEDBACK 
(continued from page 13) 

the size of the models’ clitorises. Larry 
Flynt Publications offers specialty maga- 
zines featuring breasts, legs, fetish and le- 
gal teens. Maybe HUSTLER could do a 
magazine with women with big clits. How 
about a publication called Meaty Beaver? 
Also, | was disappointed that photos didn’t 
accompany the Sex Play on hermaphro- 
dites (“Natural Born Hermaphrodites: 
Why the Medical Community Is Telling 
Intersexuals to Go Fuck Themselves,” 
April °98). —D.S. 

Lorain, Ohio 

We at HUSTLER are wary of a magazine 
dedicated to women who stand up to pee 
out of the tips of their big clits. 

The Debate Continues 
| can't believe all the talk about Jill’s 
hairy bush (Jill: Jungle Bush, Holiday 
97). I thought her muff was a little furry 
for my tastes, but not enough to detour 
me from buying HUSTLER. | can’t be- 
lieve how many readers were bent out of 
shape. | like a little hair under the armpits 
and on the pussy, but I guess you can’t 
please all of the people all of the time. 
Shaved pussies are pretty, but hair makes 
a beaver better. —J. M. 

Hazlehurst, Mississippi 

Rehashing Hashish 
Picking up an old issue of HUSTLER to 
look at the girls for the 50th time, I de- 
cided to read the articles. I loved the 
story about Amsterdam (Red Lights, Big 

City: Penetrating Amsterdam's Sleaze 
District, November °97). I was wonder- 
ing if HUSTLER could provide the ad- 
dresses for some of the cannabis clubs? 

—M. L. 
White City, Florida 

HUSTLER correspondent William 
McWeary left the following message in 

regard to your letter, M. L.: “I vaguely 
remember a cobblestone street near 
some canals. People were riding bicy- 
cles. | was hungry. What was the ques- 
tion again?” 

The issue at Hand 
Larry Flynt, | think you are brilliant. 

HUSTLER is the best magazine in the 

world. Let’s be honest—Playboy and 
Penthouse suck. | am the number-one 

reader of HUSTLER. | used to own al- 

most every issue. But due to fire, theft 
and friends that borrow and keep maga- 
zines, | am missing some of my favorite 

july HUSTLER 

HUSTLERs. How do I order back is- 
sues? Thank you, Mr. Flynt. America’s 
Magazine keeps me happy and helps my 
self-esteem. —L. B. 

Salt Lake City, Utah 

Self-esteem is important. Call subscrip- 
tions at 1-815-734-1142 to replace any 
missing months of America’s Magazine. 

Horsing Around 
| wrote in last month asking about 
movies where women have sex with a 
horse (“Hung Like a Horse,” Feedback, 
June *98). My buddy claims horses are 

too big to mount a woman. He mentioned 

evil 
en 

NEEUEU) 

that ponies fucking women is much more 
realistic and believable. What’s the tech- 
nical difference between horses and 
ponies? —C.C. 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 

About ten inches. 

Do you have a comment or complaint? We 
want to hear it. Send your letters (typed or 

neatly handwritten) to HUSTLER Feed- 

back, 8484 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 
900, Beverly Hills, CA 90211, or E-mail 
to hustler@lIfp.com. Include a phone 
number if you want your letter considered 
for publication. 
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GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY 

Twenty-four years of HUSTLER is a 
very good thing. My love affair with 
America’s Magazine began way back in 
the 1970s; I’ve faithfully renewed my 
subscription vows ever since. On the 
other hand, being married to the same 
woman for only one decade is like the 
worst prison sentence imaginable. I’m 
talking about lockdown in a split-level, 
suburban penitentiary where there’s not 
even an occasional shower rape to liven 
the proceedings. 

The most exciting sex I have with my 
wife, Flora, takes place on those rare 
occasions when she allows me to keep 
the lights off. Then I can fantasize about 
fucking a HUSTLER centerfold...like 
Veronica (Veronica: Tailor-Made Twat, 
May 1998). Good Lord, look at those 
dark, furry pubes! In this picture, she’s 

got a finger right up her ass. I'd sure like 
to check Veronica’s temperature. Does 
anyone else think she could actually be 
Sandra Bullock under a fake name? 
Veronica, if you're reading this, I’m a 
six-foot stud with 12 inches of manpower 
beneath my belt! 

Jesus Christ, who am I kidding? I’m 
a 5-4, broken-down shell of a nebbish, 

and I couldn’t sprout half a foot of 
hard-on with a pump’s aid. Sometimes 
I wish a thug would put a bullet 
through my brain and end my pathetic 
joke of an existence. However, death 
means never opening the mailbox to 
see that plain, brown wrapper contain- 
ing my monthly ray of sunshine—the 

36 

latest issue of HUSTLER! Thank you, 
Lawrence C. Flynt, for providing me 
with a reason not to deep-throat the 
barrel of a shotgun. 

As you can tell, I take my smut seri- 
ously. That’s why I nearly pissed a 
bitch this weekend. My postal carrier 
(who happens to be a flirtatious, good- 
looking ginch in her own right) arrived 
empty-handed. The rotten, letter-sling- 
ing cunt didn’t even bring one of 
Kmart’s “Back to School” catalogs to 
salve my penile pain. 

I shouted, “Where’s my fucking 
HUSTLER?” Suddenly, the friendly, 
neighborhood mailperson became an 
uptight bitch. She turned red, stuck her 
nose in the air and stormed off to the 
next house—but not before I screamed, 
“Fuck you too, Miss Shit Don’t Stink!” 

The brouhaha piqued Flora’s interest. 
| heard my wife call my name from the 

bathroom, like she always does. And | 
ignored her, like I always do. After all, 
she usually just complains about being 
stranded on the bow! because | forgot 
to buy toilet paper. Or she demands a 
foot massage to help relax her muscles 
during a stinky bowel movement. 
Unfortunately, Flora’s screeching didn’t 
let up; so I held my nose and reluctantly 
entered the john. 

Flora was straddling the throne, all 
right, but she wasn’t pinching a loaf. 
She was pinching her swollen clitoris 
between her first and middle fingers! 
Immediately, I spotted my missing 
HUSTLER splayed upon the bath mat; 
heavy breathing and a pungent poon 
aroma seemed to emanate from the 
crapper’s every corner. 

Breathily, my hot-and-bothered ball- 
and-chain asked, “Is this what you’re 
looking for, Doug?” Flora’s digits 
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“They really should have him neutered, and maybe they should do something about that dog too.” 
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Hot Letters Perhaps | had married a closet pee freak. That would explain her 

tendency to barge in whenever | take a leak. All this time, | thought she wanted to catch me beating off. 

pulled apart the damp love lips that 
concealed her pink, inner treasures. 
There was no mistaking the excitement 
that rushed to her nipples; the milk 
spouts stood proud and erect upon her 
peach-colored mamscape. It pains me 
to admit how much I still love Flora’s 
knockers. Thank God for that stagger- 
ing set, or I would have left her and 
taken up with a common street whore 
many moons ago. 

While my wife gouged her inflamed 
twat, | grabbed the new HUSTLER. 
Normally, Flora gets mad when I wank to 
the magazine, but, hey—I caught her 
pink-handed! I dropped my pants and 
commenced a torrid pounding of the pud. 

“Swallow the yellow dick load,” | 
grunted. Final drops of wet love trickled 
from my urethra, which Flora promptly 
sucked dry. Soon she was in full 
blowjob mode, gobbling my johnson as 
she continued her down-south diddle. 
My nut sac rested comfortably in Flora’s 
free palm until she yanked the balls, 
pulling me out of her mouth and onto 
my knees. 

She ordered, “Eat my cunt, then 
Stick it to me.” I examined her beefy 
labes and amber pubes. My curious 
digits prodded her womb _ walls. 
Considering the amount of time I’ve 
spent staring at that vage, Flora looked 

_ pretty good. Unfortunately, I’m really 
Something caught my eye within the | 

boy/girl pictorial Flora so pointedly 
studied. Among the searing shots of 
fucking and sucking, a slinky, female 
model let loose a yellow stream of 
steaming urine. So that’s what made my 
significant other grow significantly 
damp in the panties! Perhaps I had mar- 
ried a closet pee freak. That would 
explain her tendency to barge in when- 
ever I take a leak. All this time, I thought 
she wanted to catch me beating off. 

“Excuse me,” announced Flora from 
her porcelain seat. “Are you going to 
spend our entire anniversary masturbat- 
ing in the corner, or are you going to 
come over here and fuck me?” Oh, my 
God! I'd been so preoccupied with the 
arrival of anew HUSTLER that | forgot 
to buy some cheap flowers at the free- 
way off-ramp. This was a delicate situa- 
tion, requiring a bold, decisive move. 
Cock in hand, I turned to face my part- 
ner of ten years. 

“I’m preparing your anniversary pre- 
sent,” I grinned, aiming my dink toward 
Flora’s exposed chest. “Get ready to be 
covered in gold.” The words lit a fire 
behind my wife’s eyes; hopefully, she 
wasn't expecting jewelry. | remember 
how disappointed she was with last 
year’s “pearl necklace.” 

Delivering on the pissy promise 
proved to be a challenge. Any reader 
who woke up with a hard-on today will 
know what a Herculean task I faced. 
Urinating through a throbbing erection 
is about as simple as fucking with a limp 
dick, and not half as fun. 

I took a deep breath and let the feelings 
flow. Yes, my member’s aroused state did 
ruin my aim; most of the bladder splatter 
flew up and hit Flora in the face. Luckily, 
she didn’t seem to mind. In fact, the 
horny bitch loved it! Flora grabbed my 
prick and squeezed hard, eking briny 
squirts down her thirsty gullet. 

fucking sick of eating her pussy. Call 
me insensitive, but the way her clam 

slurped and sputtered with the addition 
of each new finger, she was damn well 
ready for a beef injection. Hell, she'd 
probably thank me later for cutting to 
the chase. 

I hoisted Flora’s feet over my shoul- 
ders and porked her on the toilet seat. 
Immediately, my joint was buried to the 
hilt. As I stated earlier, I don’t have a 
very big dick; however, I’m trying to 

_ make the point that Flora was wetter and 
more willing than she has been in years. 
At least since high school, when I was 

July HUSTLER 

still able to talk her into threeways with 
my ex-girlfriend. 

The lovemaking’s moist nature had 
everything to do with the addition of pee 
to our fucking equation. When Flora 
ripped off my shirt, our chests pressed 
together and were nearly sealed by my 
urinary leavings. I dug the sticky sensa- 
tion. Flora was perfectly wedged 
beneath my thrusts; so I no longer 
needed to grip her ankles. Instead, | 
planted both hands firmly upon her 
rump and stretched the cheeks, allowing 
greater access to the depths of her sex. 
My downward strokes allowed for a cli- 
toral friction that sent Flora over the 
orgasmic brink. 

She cried, “Ohhhh, 'm going to 
come! For the first time since 1992, 
I’m actually coming!” Apparently, 
Flora had been faking it for quite some 
time. There’s no way to feign the 
vibrations that engulfed her honeypot 
during our potty tryst; Flora shook and 
spasmed right off the toilet seat. 
Thankfully, her slide to the cold tile 

floor occurred at the same time as my 
own climax. 

Towering above my wife’s prone, 
nude body, I unleashed the second blast 
from my love cannon. This time, the dis- 
charge was milky and accompanied by 
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an endorphin rush that made my head 
spin. I collapsed next to Flora, who 
smeared the spermy, pissy mess all over 
her teats and stomach. 

Yeah, I know—sounds like a pretty 
romantic anniversary for a guy who can’t 
stand his wife. I can play the loving 
hubby now and then...but my heart 
belongs to HUSTLER. By the way, a 
quick suggestion for the 25th Anniversary 
Issue: Get a gorgeous model to piss on 
every copy! —D. W. 

Hendersonville, North Carolina 

THE MAN WHO LOVED 
LAP DANCING 

Ever heard about the Latin dance-hall 
phenomenon? It’s incredible! You pay 
eight or nine bucks to enter a giant ball- 
room filled with the hottest Mexican 
chicks on the planet, all wearing skimpy 
outfits. Then you simply approach a 
stacked senora and ask, “Gustas 

bailar?” Roughly translated, that means, 
“Would you like to dance?” As long as 
the chiquita is alone, she'll always say 
yes—unlike the stuck-up cunts north of 
the border! 

I found some real dirty dancing by 
trying out the line, “Gustas suck my 
gringo pecker?” Most of the sluts did- 
n't know what the hell I was talking 
about. The one who did speak my lan- 
guage was a winner: a full-bodied, 
bronze-skin beaner bombshell named 
Nina. Her response to my Spanglish 
opening line was a sexy smile that 
curled across her broad, sexy features. 
Maybe she didn’t actually know what I 
was saying either. But, mamacita, the 
jugs on this beautiful creature! They 
jutted straight from her neon-green, 
skintight dress. | was almost afraid to 
join her on the dance floor; what if | 
slipped in a puddle of my own 
drool...or worse? 
My bodily-fluid fears quickly evapo- 

rated to the tune of a salsa beat. I was 
hypnotized by the rhythm—not of the 
music, but of Nina’s floppers jiggling up 
and down at a perfect tempo. No wonder 
Mexicans have so many kids; I was 
ready to slide my unsheathed gourd 
between her saucy thighs on the spot! 
The cry of my cajones went unheeded as 
I played it cool, flailing my limbs in a 
desperate attempt to keep up with Nina’s 
swiveling hips. 

By the time the band stopped playing, 
I was exhausted. Nina noted my sweaty 
state and led me toward a cool, dark cor- 
ner of the club. I collapsed in a nearby 

. folding chair. To my delight, Nina took a \ 

seat in my lap! Her weighty butt pressed 
against the lump that threatened to tear 
my boxers. My hands slid under her 
polyester hemline, but Nina shot me a 
delicious glare and slapped away my 
explorations. 

In the next room, the band kicked 
into another set of their Mexican oom- 
pah. Like a woman possessed—or, 
rather, an ass possessed—Nina’s back- 
side moved to the music. This time, | 

grabbed for her hips, and the hottie 
didn’t stop me. I’ve never had such a 
large, firm pair within my grasp. Each 
gyration of Nina’s nether regions jos- 
tled her jugs free from brassiere cap- 
tivity. Before the song’s first chorus, 
the ta-tas bounced loose and bare. | 
generously tweaked each nipple; Nina 
moaned and hiked up her dress. 
My grasp of the language is almost as 

sloppy as Nina’s tits; so I didn’t under- 
stand what she babbled before unzip- 
ping my pants. Since I didn’t hear any 
mention of el herpes, I went ahead and 
pulled aside her thong panties to make 
room for papi. 

Nina howled, “Aiiieee!” The first sev- 
eral inches penetrated her pepper. | 
could tell she wanted the rest of my 
shaft, but she had to wait for her slit to 
adjust. Being hung like a burro has its 

Hot Lette rs | let one hand continue frigging Nina’s button while the other spanked 

her bouncing bottom. Mexican girls are usually big in all the right places, and Nina was no exception. 

disadvantages. To keep myself enter- 
tained, I played with her pronounced cli- 
toris. The manipulations had a loosening 
effect on Nina’s crack; she slipped down 
my pole with a satisfied groan. Our 
mouths fused together as we bounced to 
the music. 
My tube steak treated Nina to a fast, 

merciless drubbing. Cervix met dick 
head in a tango of ecstasy. I let one hand 
continue frigging Nina’s button while 
the other spanked her bouncing bottom. 
Mexican girls are usually big in all the 
right places, and Nina was no exception. 
Even her smooth, warm belly had a little 
something extra...just enough to make 
her gyrations more forceful. 
A familiar tingle in my testes let me 

know it was just about time to fill 
Nina’s dance card. She was almost to 
the point of no return; my ears burned 
as she screamed a torrent of what 
seemed like obscenities. 

Remembering the cultural customs, I 
begged, “Gustas come?” 

“Si,” Nina gasped. “I come! I come!” 
The universal language of orgasm deci- 
mated our communication barrier. We 
climaxed together—another impossible 
feat for me to pull off with uptight 
American chicks. As my scum spurted 
within Nina’s recesses, I remember 

“Even I, Rush Limbaugh, am not safe. The President tried to feel my breasts as well.” 
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: Hot Letters A forceful lift from behind my knees positioned my ass for a thorough 
reaming. | played with my pussy while Gruber drooled a copious flow of saliva into my rectum. 

thinking, J don't want to fuck anything 
but Latin babes for the rest of my life! 

Ironically, it looks like my spew-of- 
the-moment wish came true; Nina’s 

pregnant, and her gang-member brother 
has threatened to kill me if I don’t pro- 
pose. But she dives for dick like el chu- 
pacabra sucks goat blood! —P. E. 

Long Beach, California 

CLASS ACTION 

I’m a 22-year-old, college-educated 
woman, and I love HUSTLER—espe- 
cially the letters. It’s cool to see what 
kind of wild shit the other readers are 
into. Last month, | read a Hot Letter to 
my psych class as part of a presentation 
about gender roles in society. Professor 
Gruber was so interested, he asked me to 
stay after class. 

“This so-called letter,” sputtered 
Gruber as my classmates filed out, 
“aside from being offensive, is also 
unlikely. Do you really believe a woman 
would hire an African American circus 
clown named Black Bozo to sodomize 
her, thereby making her inattentive hus- 
band feel jealous?” Gruber contemptu- 
ously thumbed through the magazine, 
shaking his head at each cartoon...and 
lingering upon each pictorial. 

I innocently asked, “What’s your 
point?” Gruber’s desk offered a comfort- 
able place to take a seat. When I crossed 
my legs, | saw the professorial perv’s 
eyes dart for a peek of panties. Tough 
luck; | wasn’t wearing any. 

“Well.” blushed Gruber. “A/dA...it 

just seems...well, it seems most women 
don’t enjoy —ahem—anal intercourse. 
I mean, I don’t know any who do. Do 

you...happen to...?” Professor Gruber’s 
question trailed into conspicuously 
heavy breathing. I’m not a licensed 
shrink, but I would guess that his dis- 
traction was a manifestation of the 
feelings aroused by the fact that I 
spread my shapely gams before him, 
prodded my steamy cooze with one of 
his ballpoint pens and snuck a pinky 
finger up my bung. 
My ecstatic writhing knocked over a 

large stack of papers. Gruber didn’t even 
care. He was too busy scurrying to lock 
the classroom’s door. Once security 
measures had been taken, the sweaty, 
balding, yet strangely sexy, teach leapt 
out of his clothes and onto my bones. 

“T’ve always fantasized about fucking 
a student,” he gushed, parking his 
chrome dome between my legs. “Before, 
I always taught high school. I would 

\ have been run out of town on an mmf 

mrrgle brrmrr....” The pompous ram- 
blings of a campus lecturer sound pretty 
good when his tongue is deep inside 
your wet spot. Those teenage girls didn’t 
know what they were missing; Gruber 
could teach a far more knowledgeable 
course in rug munching. He supplied the 
kind of long, loving licks that make me 
want to run my fingers through a man’s 
hair. It’s too bad Gruber didn’t have 
much left. 

Suddenly, the oral attentions were 
focused in a lower spot: my aforemen- 
tioned bunghole. A forceful lift from 
behind my knees positioned my ass for a 
thorough reaming. I played with my 
pussy while Gruber drooled a copious 
flow of saliva into my rectum. Fingers 
followed; this time, the knuckles 
belonged to my anal-retentive teacher. 
He stretched my crinkles as wide as pos- 
sible and hocked phlegm into the pun- 
gent cavity. 

“Two dreams come true in one day,” 
Gruber chuckled, mounting me as | 
hoist my legs and lay on my back. 
“First, | bang a student. Then I try anal 
sex.” The frantic fuck was also a first 
for me; I had never taken it up the butt 

in a missionary position. Our configu- 
ration took some work, but soon 
Gruber was rooting within my bowels. 

His cock, while not especially long, 
was fat and fulfilling. My sphincters 
were definitely worked out. 

I exhaled, “Ooohh, Mr. Gruber. Do you 
want to shoot your load in my asshole?” 

“Jesus fucking Christ, yes,” he 
barked, pushing in and out of my large 
intestine at an increased speed. I stabbed 
my pussy with a single finger and drove 
the point home. 

“Then pass me,” I whispered. “Let me 
pass your class without doing any of the 
assignments, and you can pump my shit- 
ter full of hot, thick, steaming....” No 
further description was necessary. 
Gruber let go, utilizing the semen lubric- 
ity for more brutal strokes. Finally, I got 
off, my eruption contrasted by the palpa- 
ble sensation of his softening schween 
trapped in my ass. 

Thanks for helping me pass psych, 
HUSTLER—and happy anniversary! 
Gruber claims he’s going to write his 
own letter about our rectal rendezvous. 
If he does, please don’t print it. That 
pretentious fuck hardly needs his head 
swelled (as my anus can attest). —D. V. 

Bellingham, Washington 

Send your sexperiences to HUSTLER Hot 
Letters, 8484 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 
900, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. 
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“IT hereby sentence you to five years in state prison. May God have mercy on your sphincters.” 
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' America’s attitude toward sex is elu- 
sive. Larry Flynt is back selling mag- 
azines in Cincinnati—a city that 
clamped down on HUSTLER more 
than 20 years ago—but the Religious 
Right has stepped up its campaign to 
push a preachy moral rectitude. The 
adult-entertainment-industry boom is 
evidenced by the countless number of 
porn tapes produced each year and 
the overwhelming popularity of porn 
conventions, such as Las Vegas’ 
Consumer Electronics Show. Still, 
many men have to hide their copies of 
HUSTLER underneath the mattress 
for fear of what their wives and girl- 
friends might think. 

For women, the country’s sexual 

zeitgeist is especially confusing. 
Sexual-harassment lawsuits now 
work both ways; an open sexual 
outlook is often misconstrued as 
sluttish behavior; spend time alone 
in the Oval Office with the 
President, and you're embroiled in 
a national scandal. 

Feminists in college classrooms 
and on the airwaves across the 
nation try to convince today’s women 

| that picking up a HUSTLER is bad 
| for their self-esteem, that reading the 
| pages of America’s Magazine sup- 
ports the objectification of women 
and can encourage physical violence. 
Truly liberated women know other- 
wise: Lingering over a HUSTLER is 
good, dirty fun. 

* cl * 

“Women are still completely 
fucked-up in their attitudes about look- 
ing at sex,” says Susannah Breslin, a 
sex-columnist for Details magazine. 

Breslin’s contention comes in the 
wake of anti-HUSTLER rhetoric 
spouted by many female killjoys. 

“HUSTLER and other skin mag- 
azines create a negative self-image 
for women,” contends Carrie 
Camden, a Los Angeles television- 
production assistant who attends 
night classes in feminist theory. 
“When they see the impossible 
dimensions of the models, women 
can’t help but feel bad about them- 
selves. It can lead to eating disorders 
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Restrictive attitudes in the name of so-called morality increasingly take the fun out of fucking. 

Through good, old-fashioned homespun knowledge, hearsay, scientific facts and outright lies, 

this series strives to spread the word that rubbing uglies is a beautiful experience. 

Literary Liberation 
GETTING A READ ON WOMEN WHO LIKE HUSTLER 

and poor self-image.” 
Women in the sex industry, who 

rely on their bodies for their careers, 
disagree. “My brother read HUSTLER 
growing up; so I looked at a few 
magazines,’ says the fiery, prodi- 
gious porn starlet Chloe. “I remem- 
ber looking at the spreads and then 
looking at myself. I realized that | 
didn’t look like the girls in the pic- 
tures, but it was no big deal.” 

“A couple of girlfriends and I got 
hold of a HUSTLER when we were 
in junior high,” remembers Valerie, a 
leggy, 26-year-old regular on the San 
Francisco strip-club scene. “It was 
fantastic; we had never experienced 
any sort of open sexuality like that 
before. At first we were disgusted, 
but not for too long. I developed 
early; so seeing all the busty women 
made me feel good about myself; 
they allowed me to feel that my body 
was nothing to be ashamed of. | 

~~ BY AARON HABERMAN * ILLUSTRATION BY SCOTT MUSGROVE 

think looking at HUSTLER helped 
me to feel comfortable.” 

A bigger concern for sour-faced 
HUSTLER critics is an alleged corre- 
lation between the magazine and 
promiscuity. “They’re showing 
women engaged in degrading sexual 
situations, and the copy that accom- 
panies the pictures suggests it’s okay 
for women to disrobe and have sex 
anywhere, in any situation,” Camden 
complains. “These magazines pro- 
mote the idea that women should 
acquiesce to a man’s any desire, It’s a 
dangerous suggestion.” 

Stripper Valerie concurs with 
Camden that there is at least one con- 
nection between reading HUSTLER 
and her early sexual experiences. 

“Seeing a HUSTLER growing up 
didn’t make me run right out and have 
sex—that’s ridiculous,” says Valerie, 

“but I bet I was having better sex than 
_ any other high-school girl. 

HUSTLER July 
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Sex Play “My enjoyment of the magazine is a big turn-on for my boyfriend, and | understand 

it, because if I’m with a girlfriend, and we’re checking out one of the girl-on-girl scenes, / get hot.” 

“HUSTLER showed me there were 
other positions to try besides my 
boyfriend lying on top of me, pumping 
away. The pictures HUSTLER runs with 
the porn reviews inspired me to try things 
I would have thought were nasty, but 
winded up enjoying. | think looking at 
HUSTLER is healthy for girls—or 
women—of any age.” 

Shelter from HUSTLER at an early 
age does not ensure a chaste life. “I knew 
about HUSTLER when I was growing 
up—everyone did,” says twentysome- 
thing Sunny, one of the 101 blue-movie 
starlets featured in Jon Dough’s The 
World’s Luckiest Man, “but my friends 
and I laughed about it because we 
thought it was gross. I hadn’t even seen 
a HUSTLER when I did my first porn 
scene. Now I read HUSTLER all the 
time. It’s great.” 

“I lost my virginity at a very early age, 
before I had ever looked at a HUSTLER,” 
Chloe reveals, “but I don’t think looking 
at nude pictures has anything to do with 
having sex. 

“I remember going to confession 
shortly after I saw a girlie mag for the 
first time, and the priest only laughed,” 
sums up Chloe. “It just doesn’t matter.” 

Valerie offers an explanation for why 
some women bash HUSTLER: “Maybe 
all the feminists who have a problem with 
sex magazines didn’t get laid right.” 

“Women are starting to understand 
how destructive the misogynistic fan- 
tasies in magazines like HUSTLER are,” 
harps neophyte feminist Camden. 
“Everyone is better off if people just 
ignore men like Larry Flynt, who make 
tons of money off of frustrated men.” 

Breslin of Details laughs at that 
notion. “Things are changing,” she notes. 
“For a lot of women, it’s a relief to be 
able to look at graphic sexuality and not 
feel bad. It used to be everyone saying, 
‘Sex is bad,’ but now women my age— 
women in their 20s—realize it’s just the 
feminists saying we shouldn’t be looking 
at sex magazines.” 

“T don’t think just because some butchy 
academic says reading a HUSTLER is 
bad, I’m going to stop looking at the mag- 
azine,” concludes Valerie. 

* * * 

With the increasing popularity of 
HUSTLER among younger women, how 
does America’s Magazine compare with 
other men’s titles for the discriminating 
female reader? 

“As a woman who wants to look at a 
sex magazine, my choices are limited,” 
laments Breslin. “Playboy’s not appeal- 

ing, with its cheesy soft-core, and Playgirl 
is disgusting; so HUSTLER is the one for 
me if I want to enjoy a men’s magazine. 
It’s legitimately hot.” 

“HUSTLER runs edgy pictures some- 
times,” says porn star Chloe. “Like that 
picture of the super-hairy woman [Jill: 
Jungle Bush, Holiday °97]: All I could 
think was, Man, that slut needs to find a 
razor! \’m glad a magazine can still gross 
me out.” 

The salacious pictorials are only one 
portion of HUSTLER’s content that goes 
over well with the ladies. “HUSTLER is 
hilarious,” muses Sunny. “The cartoons 

are great, and a lot of the articles are 
funny too, but the best part of the maga- 
zine is the advice column with Jeanna 
Fine. She’s been in the business a long 
time; Jeanna knows a lot about sex.” 

“Dear Slut gives better advice than all 
the how-to-catch-the-perfect-guy crap 
you get in Cosmo,” agrees Valerie. 
“HUSTLER is giving practical sex 
advice not only to men, but women too.” 

“I’ve always liked the letters,” says 
Chloe. “Reading about the various sexual 
experiences encouraged me to experi- 
ment when I was younger.” 

A by-product of the fairer sex’s interest 
in HUSTLER is the attention it draws from 
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the magazine’s target readership: men. 
“Sometimes at a newsstand I'll be 

checking out a HUSTLER with a girl- 
friend, and she'll be writhing uncomfort- 

ably, like I’m doing something naughty,” 
offers Breslin. “Of course, if a guy sees 
me, he'll leer at me like, Yeah, all right!” 

Valerie has found the powerful male 
attraction to women who read HUSTLER 
more beneficial. “My enjoyment of the 
magazine is a big turn-on for my 
boyfriend,” she explains, “and I under- 
stand it, because if I’m with a girlfriend, 

and we're checking out one of the girl- 
on-girl scenes, / get hot. Porn magazines 
can be a great sex tool. I suggest all 
women should try reading a HUSTLER 
with their partners.” 

* ¥ * 

In the end, there is one thing that both 

the fair-minded feminist and sexually 
enlightened see eye to eye on: HUSTLER 
has the right to publish. 

“| think HUSTLER is terrible, ” says a 
thoughtful Camden, “but Larry Flynt 
should have the right to put out the 
magazine.” 

Chloe couldn't agree more: “There are 
some things that HUSTLER publishes that 
even I think are in poor taste. But you know 
what? I say two thumbs up to that.” @& 
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATTI KLATT 

“[ lost my virginity on an embankment overlooking an airport,” recalls amateur pilot and seasoned 

sensualist Kim. 

“An air-traffic controller named Greg snapped my cherry just as a 747 approached for a landing. 

My ears rang, and my hootch ached for days. I never saw Greg again, but I still love to jack off to 

the sound of jet engines. Maybe someday I'll let another man fuck me, but right now, I fly solo.” 















THREE CURVACEOUS 
CRITICS JUDGE THE 

HUSTLER TOY COMPANY'S 
LATEST CREATIONS 

CONSUMER REPORT BY DAVID CHRISMAN 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY LADI VON JANSKY 

Give a porn starlet a dildo, and you have a love scene. Give two porn 

starlets a dildo, and you have a fight. Give three luscious por star- 

lets a crate of the newest innovations in vibrators and clit teasers, and 

| you have the HUSTLER Toy Company’s idea of product research, | 
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Dildos In minutes, the room becomes a chorus of three vibrators, all set to high. The girls 

moan and make faces at one another as they explore new territories. The audience shifts in their seats. 

Women masturbate. Unlike the simple 
aim-and-shoot modus operandi of male 
onanism, female masturbation is a chal- 
lenge and an art. 

Witness the frenzied manipulation 
required for a randy damsel to bring her- 
self off. Any aid that makes the lip-bit- 
ing, hyperventilating process easier is a 
valuable gift to the human race. The 
HUSTLER Toy Company is a support 
group for the mechanically induced 
female orgasm and is dedicated to 
empowering the clitorally inclined. 

The HUSTLER Toy Company, head- 
quartered in the world’s porn capital— 
Los Angeles’s San Fernando Valley—has 
developed a line of advanced stimuli 
designed for the adventurous quim. Dildos 
rotate at their axis in varying directions, at 

random intervals, like landed trout. Night- 
lights, vibrating scrotums and revolving, 
beaded spines snap together in machines 
called the Love Swan, the Cat’s Meow and 
the Fuck-n-Suction Vibe. This arsenal of 
power-tool amusement confirms a pledge 
that the HUSTLER Toy Company lives 
by: sick minds at work for happier pussies. 

On a lazy, rainy, Sunday afternoon at 
HUSTLER Toy’s Pentagon-size plant, 
three qualified young snatch-diddlers 
convene to carefully consider the fruits of 
HUSTLER’s labor of love. 
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Let’s meet the judges. 
CHARLIE is a well-known porn star and a 
difficult lay. Her shooting schedule calls for 
her to rug-munch for the camera on a daily 
basis, sometimes slurping on-screen quim 
for 12 consecutive days. Charlie will stick 
just about anything in her vagina, provided 
the object is clean and doesn't have a pulse. 

She knows few penises, but Charlie knows 
dildos better than most amateur vaginas. 
ANGELICA SINN (“that’s S-I-N-N”) is 
even more vibrator inclined than Charlie. 
Chesty, green-eyed and single, she doesn’t 
just use dildos, she needs them. Angelica 
claims to own only one “very small, very 
plastic, very durable” vibrator, because 

she “wore down all the rest.” 
ALEXANDRIA NICE is Polish and can’t 
conjugate the verb masturbate, at least not 
in English. Alexandria communicates that 
she owns a dildo that’s “big and black.” 
Extracting additional information from her 
is a futile endeavor without the aid of a 
Polish interpreter. Her role on the panel is 
sealed more by the availability of her snatch 
rather than her conversational acumen. 

Each participant takes a seat in the fac- 
tory’s immaculate meeting room. A small 
audience of HUSTLER Toy Company 
personnel jockeys for good vantage 
points. When all are in place, a barrel of 
HUSTLER Toys is plopped on a table 
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normally reserved for board meetings. 
The first dildos are passed around for 
innit 
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The HUSTLER Dream Cock 

HNN 
Ten out of ten dildos 

The Dream Cock is nine inches long 
and appears to be molded out of the same 
material used to make orange-flavored 
Gummy Bears. The fruitiness stops there. 
Inside this squishy toy are two vibrating 
eggs, the same kind used in many of the 
HUSTLER Toy Company’s animated 
products. The eggs work the shaft and 
scrotum at varying intensity. A juicy 
Alexandria steps up to the plate. 

ALEXANDRIA: [confused] “What do I 
do with it?” 
ANGELICA: “Sit on it!” 
CHARLIE: “Come on, girl, we'll get you 
ready.” 

Charlie butters the Dream Cock with 
the included lube and works it into 
Alexandria’s Polish slice. 
ALEXANDRIA: [in a rugged Polish 
accent] “I like this one.” 

Charlie loads her own Dream Cock 
and gives her clit a once-over. 
CHARLIE: “God, this feels so real.” 

Angelica follows suit. In minutes, the 
room becomes a chorus of three vibrators, 
all set to high. The girls moan and make 
faces at one another as they explore new ter- 
ritories. The audience shifts in their seats. 
CHARLIE: [pointing to the suction cup 
at the base of the Dream Cock| “I could 
just see this in the shower, you know, suc- 
tioned against the wall. I could get on my 
knees and do it doggy-style....” 
HUSTLER: “To think, electronics and 
water can now be used safely together!” 
ANGELICA: “I’m going to have fun 
tonight!” 
HUSTLER: “Any thoughts, Alexandria?” 
ALEXANDRIA: [silence] 

suggested retail: $50.00 
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The Love Swan 

20 out of ten dildos 
The Love Swan is a beguiling instru- 

ment. The packaging boasts: “One-touch 
computer-chip reversible, rotating, 
vibrating and multispeed beaded action.” 
Its shaft is sheathed in a latex barrier. 
Midway through, a section of peach-col- 
ored beads rotates like spinning corn 
while a swan-shaped clit tickler at the 
base of the device vibrates and lights up 
for your nighttime pleasure. The Love 



“IT figured, what the hell—get a few extra bucks out of the 'ho!” 



Angelica buries a Dream Cock up to its vibrating testicles. 

Fuck-n-Suction Vibe: 
strictly a two-girl twat toy. 

The Perfect Orgasm, like | 
masturbating with a flailing carp. ™& 

BREAKDOWN 

The Love Swan 20 out of ten dildos 

HUSTLER Dream Cock Ten out of ten dildos 
The Cat's Meow Ten out of ten dildos 

Oral Pleasure Nine out of ten dildos 
Bobby's Bad Boy Seven out of ten dildos 

Fuck-n-Suction Vibe Eight out of ten dildos 

Oriental Dragonfly Eight out of ten dildos 
The Perfect Orgasm Seven out of ten dildos 

HUSTLER Toys are available over the Net at HUSTLER Online: A a 
http://www.hustler.com 



Oral Pleasure sucks. 

(continued from page 58) 

Swan is presented to Charlie, and she 
screams as if she’s seen a long-lost friend. 

CHARLIE: “Aaaaaaahhhhh! | love this 
thing!” 
ANGELICA: “I like this one because you 
don’t even have to move it. If you’re the 
type of girl who can’t get into most dildos, 
this is perfect.” 

With Charlie’s help, Angelica squeezes 
the Love Swan into her box. A perplexed 
Alexandria deep-throats her illuminated 
contraption. Angelica manages to insert 
the toy deep enough for the rotating beads 
to take effect. She flips the control 
switches and, for a few brief moments, 
shuts out the rest of the world. 
ANGELICA: “That was absolutely per- 
fect. I’m different shaped than other girls, 
but somehow this thing finds the right 
spot. You don’t even have to try with this 
one. It does everything for you.” 
CHARLIE: “This is the only sex toy my 
husband is actually jealous of. This would 
be my bed buddy if I wasn’t married.” 
ALEXANDRIA: “Neisamowite.” [Polish 

for amazing | 
suggested retail: $70.00 

Bobby’s Bad Boy 

TT 
Seven out of ten dildos 

HUSTLER products are designed to be 
felt, not seen, but for the sake of visual 
stimulation, Bobby’s Bad Boy comes in a 
box with a plastic window. This bold pack- 
aging exposes a dildo the size and color of 
a baby’s arm, with a plastic tongue emerg- 
ing from the scrotum. The girls don’t notice 
the anatomical flaw and dive right in. 

ANGELICA: [squeezing the apple-size 
head| “It’s very realistic.” 
HUSTLER: “Even with the tongue com- 
ing out of the scrotum?” 
CHARLIE: “It’s big. I think this dildo is 
perfect for women who love big dicks. If 
you can take it really deep, the tongue is 
like a reward.” 
HUSTLER: “Do they have anything like 
this in Poland?” 
ALEXANDRIA: [no response] 
HUSTLER: “Have you ever masturbated 
with a Polish sausage?” 

(continued on page 70) 
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Charlie and Angelica join at the snatch. 
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The Love Swan elicits messy Pavlovian reactions from all three. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATTI KLATT 

~ Our 1997 Beaver Hunt Winner is curvaceous 

' Missy from San Diego, California. This sun- 

kissed glamazon is a student whose leisure 

loves include skiing, biking and dancing. The 

naturally gifted 22-year-old first graced the 

pages of Beaver Hunt in June 1997 and imme- 

diately graduated to Grand Prize Finalist #2 

(Missy: Too Good to Wait, June 1997). 

Missy’s physical disciplines maintain her 

robust California physique, and the $5,000 

prize will undoubtedly help fund her contin- 

uing education. HUSTLER’s well-rounded 

SS lady is an inspiration to readers of fine litera- 

; a ture everywhere. 

Is there a future centerfold in your home? 

See page 108 to enter the Beaver Hunt Photo and 

Video Contests and win 1998's $5,000 grand prize. 















ALEXANDRIA: [laughs] “Yeah.” 
HUSTLER: “How does it compare to 
Bobby’s Bad Boy?” 
ALEXANDRIA: “I can’t describe.” 

suggested retail: $60.00 
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HUSTLER Oral Pleasure 

MANION 
Nine out of ten dildos 

Probably the most innovative of the 
HUSTLER line, Oral Pleasure combines 
suction and vibration in a single con- 
trivance. A vibrating, rubber cup is 
attached to a rubber squeeze bulb that, 
when properly applied to a woman's 
erogenous zones, allows the device to suck 
and stimulate whatever cluster of sensitive 
nerve endings it’s attached to. Each girl 
selects a different part of her anatomy to 
be suckled and vibrated. Angelica’s Oral 
Pleasure begins on her nipples. 
ANGELICA: “Ooooohhhh, That feels nice.” 
HUSTLER: “Like the suckling of a hun- 
gry babe?” 
ANGELICA: [offended] “No! I’m not 
into that kid thing. It feels like a girl- 
friend or boyfriend. The sucking is really 
wonderful. It feels so real. I’ve never 
used anything quite like this.” 

Charlie, meanwhile, squeezes herself 
into oblivion. Through the clear-plastic 
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Di idos The pair of dildo explorers buck together like mastu 

find a rhythm. A residue of lube and girl goo has accumulated on the table. 

cup, the enthralled crowd watches her clit 
swell like a biscuit in an oven. After a few 
minutes, Charlie displays the blood- 
engorged fruit of her hard work. 
CHARLIE: [giggles| “Look at how big 
my clit is.” 

Alexandria takes in the scene, dum- 
founded by the powers of the Oral 
Pleasure suction, 
HUSTLER: “What 
Alexandria?” 
ALEXANDRIA: [laughs] 
HUSTLER: “Alexandria?” 
ALEXANDRIA: [silence] 

suggested retail: $30.00 

do you _ think, 

Fuck-n-Suction Vibe 

INU 
Eight out of ten dildos 

The Fuck-n-Suction Vibe is strictly a 
two-girl or, on a sickening but realistic 
note, two-fag instrument. The Fuck-n- 
Suction is a long, cross-shaped combina- 
tion butt plug, dildo and pussy sucker. It 
has twin vibrating, rounded shafts on 
either end and a flared midsection that, 
when buried deep into a snatch, turns into 

a vibrating clitoral suction cup. Charlie 
and Angelica pair up and mount the Toy 
Company’s slick, wooden power table. 
CHARLIE: [scissoring her legs against 

(} fies 
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(continued from page 60) 

rbating Siamese twins and eventually 

Angelica ’s crotch] “This is the permanent 
girlfriend maker right here. You have to 
be careful with this one.” 

Angelica and Charlie struggle to posi- 
tion their twats for dual penetration without 
losing balance and falling off the lube- 
coated conference table. Alexandria looks 
on as her two stuffed cohorts join at the 
pelvis, 
ANGELICA: “I like this for two reasons: 
One, you have to have a partner, and two, 
it’s my favorite color, purple!” 

The pair of dildo explorers buck 
together like masturbating Siamese twins 
and eventually find a rhythm. A residue of 
lube and girl goo has accumulated on the 
HUSTLER Toy Company’s mahogany 
power table. Angelica and Charlie are too 

engrossed in their coupling to notice the 
mystery puddles near their feet. 
ANGELICA: [still bucking] “It reminds 
me of one of those balls with all the suc- 
tion cups on it. You know those balls? 
That kids play with?” 
HUSTLER: “Do you find yourself mas- 
turbating with children’s toys often?” 
ANGELICA: “Doesn't anybody know 
what I’m talking about?” 
HUSTLER: “What was the first thing you 
ever masturbated with?” 
ANGELICA: “When I was a teenager, | 
had to find things around the house, like 
bananas and cucumbers.” 
HUSTLER: “What about you, Charlie?” 

Charlie proudly waves a well-traveled 
right hand. 
HUSTLER: “And you, Alexandria?” 
ALEXANDRIA: [silence] 
HUSTLER: “Do you feel left out, 
Alexandria?” 
ALEXANDRIA: [silence] 
HUSTLER: [much louder and slower| 
“WHAT...DO...YOU...THINK...OF THE 
FUCK-N-SUCTION VIBE, ALEXAN- 
DRIA?” 
ALEXANDRIA: “Amazing.” 

suggested retail: $25.00 
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Oriental Dragonfly 

Eight out of ten dildos 
The Oriental Dragonfly, like it’s rela- 

tive the butterfly, is a hands-free mastur- 
bation device. The C-shaped Dragonfly 
has harnesses that strap around each leg. 
The latex body of the Dragonfly is filled 
by a vibrating center that is controlled by 
remote. The top of the C is a short dildo 
for vaginal insertion. The tail of the 
Dragonfly wraps between the legs of the 
user and can be lodged comfortably in the 
asshole. 

Charlie steps into the Dragonfly. As 





Dild OS “| like this because you don’t have to use your hands. | saw some girl walking around the 

mall with a butt plug in her butt. This would be perfect for her.” 

the fore shaft disappears into her snatch, 
she experiments with the vibration set- | 
tings. Her moans express her approval. 

CHARLIE: [breathing heavily] “I like 
this because you don’t have to use your 
hands. I saw some girl walking around 
the mall with a butt plug in her butt. This 
would be perfect for her.” 
HUSTLER: “How did you know she had 
a butt plug in her butt?” 
CHARLIE: “Because I could hear it.” 
HUSTLER: “Fair enough. Angelica, what — 
do you think of the Oriental Dragonfly?” 
ANGELICA: “These are always fun 
because you can wear them anywhere, 
like at the movies or in the car. This 
would be good on a long plane ride too.” 
HUSTLER: “Like a plane ride to Poland, 
right Alexandria?” 
ALEXANDRIA: “Maybe.” 
HUSTLER: “That way, you wouldn’t have 
to pay four bucks for an in-flight movie.” 
ALEXANDRIA: [silence] 

suggested retail: $40. 
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The Perfect Orgasm 

MID 
Seven out of ten dildos 

The Perfect Orgasm is high-tech and | 
deftly efficient. Although it appears to be | 

I flit 
“I'll forego all the psychological terminology. You're an asshole.” 

72 
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a standard two-point vibrator, the Perfect | 
_ ALEXANDRIA: [laughing] “Yes!” Orgasm packs a penetrating punch. By 

toggling the controls, the user can make 
the vibrating shaft rotate in random direc- 
tions. The animation gives the vibe an 
unpredictable, lifelike quality. 

Alexandria is nominated to do the 
Perfect Orgasm honors. Angelica and 
Charlie shove the slithering Orgasm into 
her Polish slice. 

ANGELICA: “Look at that thing go!” 
CHARLIE: [screaming] “Wow! Why 
can’t it be my turn?” 

The two struggle to wedge the violent 
Orgasm into Alexandria, but the unwieldy 
apparatus won't cooperate. 
HUSTLER: “Try turning it off while you 
put it in, and then turn it on afterward.” 

Angelica and Charlie exchange per- 
plexed looks and have to be helped. Once 
inside, the Perfect Orgasm contorts like a 
fire hose. Alexandria is overwhelmed 
with pleasure as her other two co-sluts 
wrangle the force of the Perfect Orgasm. 
HUSTLER: “Does the Perfect Orgasm 

remind you of your Eastern European 
homeland?” 

_ ALEXANDRIA: “No.” 
HUSTLER: “Is this better than a Polish 

sausage?” 
ALEXANDRIA: [laughs] 

July HUSTLER 

HUSTLER: “Do you hate me?” 

suggested retail: $70.00 
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The Cat’s Meow 

HNN 
Ten out of ten dildos 

The Cat’s Meow is a smaller, more 
manageable version of the Perfect 
Orgasm, but equally efficient. The girls 

_ Immediately pick up on the fact that the 
Cat’s Meow is sheathed in a removable 
rubber coating. 

ANGELICA: “What’s this for?” 
CHARLIE: [touching the shaft] “This 
part gets all yucky. You can probably take 
it out and wash it or something.” 
ANGELICA: “Yeah, exactly—but the 
vibrator’s good because it’s hard plastic.” 
HUSTLER: “You don’t think it’s too 
small?” 
CHARLIE: “I like it when it’s small, 

_ because it’s not so overwhelming.” 
Angelica peels the skin off her vibrator 

and touches its beaded innards. 
ANGELICA: “Are those pinecones or 
something?” 
CHARLIE: “Yeah. You can put that one 
right on the hood of your clit.” 

Charlie fits her vibrator onto her pearl 
tongue and drifts into ecstasy. 
ANGELICA: “There's this teeny-weeny 
spot under my clit that goes nuts when 
that thing touches it. Oh, God!” 
HUSTLER: “So you guys seem to like 
the Cat’s Meow.” 
ANGELICA: “I give it a ten, easily. It’s 
the perfect size.” 
CHARLIE: “Anything that does two 
things at once and is really powerful is 
great. I give it a ten.” 
HUSTLER: “Alexandria? Any thoughts?” 
ALEXANDRIA: [still plugged into the 
Cat’s Meow| “Yes...ten.” 

suggested retail: $70.00 

By this time, Charlie, Angelica, 
Alexandria and a dozen Duracells are 
about out of juice. 

A final tally reveals that the Love Swan 
and its illuminated spin cycle has struck a 
chord deep within the three girls. The candy- 
colored Dream Cock and power-packed 
Cat’s Meow take a close second. The 
Dragonfly and Perfect Orgasm also fare well. 

For their hard work and profound 
commentary, Angelica, Charlie and 
Alexandria are rewarded with a quiver of 
dildos, vibrators and suction devices. 

The used dildos are repackaged and 
secured by a HUSTLER Editor to be used 
as research material. @& 
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“The President can fondle you now.” 





PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATTI KLAT1 

“T never had a fancy education,” 
admits leggy dominatrix Cheri. “That 

| didn't stop me from opening up the 

best B&D school on the Lower East 

Side. My classes teach women how to 

inflict the punishment men crave, 

| from Boot Licking 101 to Advanced 

Titty-Clamp Application. With my) 

long legs and tight box, I have no trou- 

ble recruiting male volunteers to piss 

on, whip and enslave. | invest my 

graduates with the skills they need for 

successful careers in erotic discipline. 

They provide me with a throbbing 

cunt and a thick wad of cash.”’ 
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Tony the nightclub owner was dazzled by the creative 

songwriting skills of Marvin, his new piano player. 

“What do you call that one?” Tony asked after Marvin 

finished an up-tempo number. 
“That’s titled, ‘Drop Your Drawers and Sit on My 

Face.’ Before that I played ‘Suck My Cock, and I'll 

Shave Your Pussy,’’’ Marvin replied. 

“Keep up the good work,” Tony said, “but do me a 

favor, Marv; don’t announce your songs by name.” 

The prurient pianist agreed. After entertaining the 
crowd for a couple of hours, he excused himself for a 

quick bathroom break. 

As he returned to the floor, a female patron called, 

“Excuse me, sir, do you know your fly is open, and your 

dick is hanging out?” 

“Know it?” Marvin beamed. “Lady, I wrote it!” 

Gus went to see a lawyer about a divorce. 

“What grounds do you have?” the attorney began. 

“Just the usual,” Gus replied. “Front yard, backyard 

and a tiny little strip on each side.” 
“What I mean to say is, do you have a grudge?” 

Gus shrugged. “Yeah, but we keep it so full of junk, 
we can’t fit the car in it.” 

“Let me make myself perfectly clear,” the exasper- 
ated lawyer said. “Is your wife a nagger?” 

“No,” the disgruntled man snorted. “But I caught her 
screwing one, and that’s why I want a divorce.” 

The HUSTLER dictionary defines German tampon as: 
a twatstika. 

Littic Johnny surprised his mother as she stepped out of 
the shower. 

“What’s that?” he asked, pointing to her vagina. 

Flustered, his mother answered, “That is where God 

struck me with His golden hatchet, Johnny.” 
Johnny grimaced. “Wow, a golden hatchet right in the 

cunt. That must have hurt!” 
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FROM 24 YEARS OF Lhasnic JOKES 

Upset by her husband’s lack of sexual attention, Marge 
decided to add some zest to their love life. 

After dinner, the desperate housewife slipped her sexy, 
backless nightgown on backward. She sauntered into the 
den where her husband sat glued to the television. 

“Notice anything?” Marge asked slyly. 

“Yeah, you've got your nightgown on backward,” her 
husband answered. 

“How could you tell?” Marge cooed. 

“Because the shit stains are in the front,” he replied. 

Question: What do a can of beer and your mother-in- 

law have in common? 

Answer: They’re both at their best when they are cold, 
open and on the table. 

A man suffering from the final stages of leprosy treated 

himself to an elegant dinner at a refined bistro. 
Midway through his meal, he noticed a customer at the 

next table vomiting into his napkin. 

“I am sorry that my condition has disturbed your din- 
ner,” the forlorn leper said. “I’ll pay my check and 
leave.” 

“It’s not you,” the gagging patron managed. “It’s the 

guy sitting behind you dipping his bread into your neck!” 

Question: Why shouldn’t you screw your wife first 

thing in the morning? 
Answer: You have all day to find something better. 

A black man died and rose to heaven. As he approached 
the Pearly Gates, St. Peter eyed him suspiciously. 

“What's the matter?” the dead man asked. “Don’t you 

allow African Americans in heaven?” 

“Yes, we do,” St. Peter admitted reluctantly, “but 

only those who truly distinguished themselves in their 

earthly lives.” 

The deceased Negro smiled. “I was the first black man 
to marry a white woman in Tupelo, Mississippi.” 

“Oh, really?” St. Peter said. “When did you do that?” 
“About five minutes ago,” the man replied. 

HUSTLER Humor jokes are sent to us by our readers. If 
you've heard a gut-buster lately, why not send it our way? 
Submit your jokes to HUSTLER Joke Paye, 8484 Wiishire 

Boulevard, Suite 900, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. Or E-mail jokes 
to hustler@lfp.com. If your joke is selected, we'll send you a 
check for $50. Sorry —we cannot return submissions. 
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Nude Photos 

of America’s 

First Lady 



acqueline Kennedy Onassis wore 

many mantles in her life: an accom- 

plished equestrian, a lover of the 
arts, the First Lady, a national celebrity of 

fashion and style, the wife of a billionaire. In 

1975, HUSTLER made Jacqueline Kennedy 

Onassis a sex symbol. 

HUSTLER’s August °75 issue premiered 

the first color portfolio of a nude Jacqueline 

Kennedy Onassis ever to appear in the 

American press. The bold and controversial 

photos of Jackie O symbolize the reason 

HUSTLER continues to be an American suc- 

cess on its 24th anniversary: adherence to 

uncompromising standards of excellence for 

more than two decades. 

Jacqueline Lee Bouvier was raised in the 

wealthy, privileged surroundings of New 

York, Rhode Island and Virginia. Educated at 

the best private schools, she wrote poems, 

rode horses and studied ballet. At an early 

age, young Jacqueline’s mercurial personality 

set her apart from her peers. 

She attended Vassar College. After studying 

abroad at the Sorbonne, in Paris, for a year, 

Jacqueline graduated from George Washington 

University in 1951. 

Working as an inquiring photographer for 

the Washington Times-Herald, Jacqueline 

interviewed rising political star Senator John F. 

Kennedy of Massachusetts. Their romance 

progressed slowly and privately. John 

Kennedy married Jacqueline in 1953. The 

extravagant wedding in Newport, Rhode 

Island, attracted nationwide publicity for the 

young couple. 

When Kennedy was elected President of the 

United States in 1960, Jacqueline became the 

center of world attention and curiosity. Even 

more so than her husband’s popularity and 

political success, the Jacqueline mystique led 

HUSTLER’S JACKIE O 
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many to view the Kennedy family as America’s royalty. 

A socialite and sophisticate, Jacqueline drew admira- 

tion from a nation that saw the First Marriage as a story- 

book romance. Jackie brought beauty, intelligence and 

cultivated taste to the role of First Lady. 

Millions of women emulated Jacqueline Kennedy’s 

clothing and hairstyles. Popular press portrayed Mrs. 

Kennedy as a model to young mothers. Jacqueline 

Kennedy symbolized the epitome of composure, charm 

and grace to her fans and supporters. 

On November 22, 1963, Jacqueline sat next to her hus- 
band in the Dallas motorcade. An assassin’s bullet struck 

and killed President Kennedy. The nation mourned the 

death of its youthful leader. Jackie accompanied the cof- 

fin to Washington and walked in the funeral procession. 

Mrs. Kennedy’s poise and courage during the tragedy 

won her the admiration of the world. 

Moving out of the White House, Jackie sought obscurity. 

Curiosity about her private life remained strong. Famous 

for her reticence, Jackie declined interviews. She refused 

to comment publicly on her personal affairs or her past 

with the late President. 

In 1968, the nation’s widow found herself society-page 

gossip when she announced her plans to marry billionaire 
Aristotle Onassis. The wedding upset the nation. Jackie 

wasn’t just a widow; she was the mourning wife of one of 

America’s most beloved presidents. Many Americans saw 

Jackie’s marriage to Onassis as a kind of treason against 

the memory of a president slain in the prime of his life. 

In the spring of 1975, an Italian paparazzo approached 

Larry Flynt and the burgeoning HUSTLER with aston- 

ishing photos of the former First Lady. The photographer 

had spent several days in a boat off the Greek island of 

Skorpios, watching the private estate of shipping mag- 

nate Aristotle Onassis. From his clandestine location, the 

photographer snapped a series of revealing shots with a 

high-power telephoto lens. 

According to the photographer, Jackie O walked out of the 

mansion with nothing more than a towel draped over her 

bronze skin. The paparazzo took 48 full-color shots, with 
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full front and rear nudity, of the former First Lady 

in flagrante. 

The photos were first offered to Playboy and 

Penthouse. Both Hugh Hefner and Bob 

Guccione shied away from the controversial 

proposition. The Kennedy name was powerful. 

Senator Ted Kennedy was making a strong bid 

for the White House. Mainstream advertisers 

may have objected to the disrobing of American 
royalty and pulled their financial support. 

Flynt quickly negotiated a price. Knowing 
that Playboy and Penthouse both declined, 

Flynt bought the pictures for $18,000. “The 
best investment I ever made,” he claims in his 

autobiography, An Unseemly Man. 

Flynt was confident that HUSTLER ran no risk 

by exposing the nude pictures of one of America’s 

privileged. Jacqueline Onassis was a public fig- 

ure. She would not want to litigate such a high- 

profile matter with the world watching. 

Flynt selected five of the best photos. He ran 

four of them full-page, along with a brief biogra- 

phy. The pictures had been taken when Jackie 

was 41 years old—elegant, slim and dignified. 

Expecting high sales, Flynt added an extra 
250,000 issues to the magazine’s print run. 

The Jackie O issue of HUSTLER caused a 

national uproar. The magazine sold more than a 

million copies in three days, making Larry Flynt 

a millionaire. Every major newspaper and news- 

magazine in the country, including Time and 

Newsweek, trumpeted the news of HUSTLER’s 

sensational photos. 
A Charlotte Observer article stated, “Don't 

be shocked if you see a gray-haired grandmoth- 

erly type buying a copy of the August issue of 
HUSTLER, the national men’s magazine. That's 

the issue that has five color photos of Jacqueline 

Kennedy Onassis in the nude, and local book- 

stores say the magazine has become strikingly 
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popular, ignoring sex and age boundaries, since the 
latest issue hit the stands on Monday.” 

The August °75 issue of HUSTLER crossed all 

sales demographics. Retailers reported that 60% 

of the purchasing population were women. One 

retailer reported, “Little old ladies want to see 

Jackie O too.” 

In HUSTLER’s home state of Ohio, a local 

Columbus TV station, WBNS, witnessed governor 

James Rhodes purchasing a copy of America’s 

Magazine. The governor explained that he had 
bought the magazine for himself in the interest of 

“scholarship.” Rhodes had written a book on first 

ladies in America. He explained he was entertain- 

ing the notion of writing a book about Jacqueline 
Kennedy Onassis. HUSTLER’s photos certainly 
contributed greatly to his research. 

From an initial paid circulation of 160,000 in 

July 1974, HUSTLER sales exploded after run- 

ning the nude photos of Jackie O to nearly 1.5 

million. The August °75 issue of HUSTLER cat- 

apulted Flynt and HUSTLER into contention 
with Playboy and Penthouse as the number-one 

adult publication. 

Flynt and HUSTLER gambled and won. The ex- 
First Lady never attempted to take America’s 

Magazine to court. 

Interviewed about HUSTLER’s success with the 

Jackie O photos in the February 16, 1976, issue of 
Newsweek, editorial director of Playboy Arthur 

Kretchmer’s erroneous statement rings hollow and 

smacks of jealousy: “HUSTLER’s appeal ts an out- 

landish fringe appeal that will quickly run its course.” 
Nearly a quarter century later, HUSTLER is 

still strong. To celebrate our 24th anniversary, 

HUSTLER proudly displays 32 previously 

unavailable photos of the queen of Camelot, 
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis. @ 
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“All I know is, | was getting some pussy when ba-bing! Here I am at the gates of hell!” 





Grabbing Snatch at Times Square s 

Last Great Sex Emporium 
Times Square, New York City’s famed hub of sleaze, has undergo! Disney-! 



Peepland Long, passionate tongue-kissing and anal thumb insertions do happen, but 

such transactions are relatively unusual and probably expensive, perhaps running as high as $12. 

They are unspeakably beautiful, these 
girls. Young. Luminous. Full of life. 

long legs, round butts, flat bellies and 
lush breasts. Their eyes shine as bright 
as their smiles gleam broad. Some are 
lanky and lithe, some are voluptuous, 
some are athletic, and some are petite. 
Many are all that and more. They are 
blondes, brunettes and redheads; elegant 
glamour queens, ethereal lust nymphs 
and vinyl-wrapped hussies. Take your 
pick. These are dream girls—yours, 
mine and  everybody’s—and at 
Showfollie’s Peepland, the last festering 
porn emporium in the heart of New York 
City’s Times Square, they're all yours. 
For three bucks. 

= * = 

The “models” and “dancers” at 
Peepland are unlike NYC's traditional 
narcotics-ravaged, stroke-house floozies, 
because they are, well, actual models and 
dancers. And jaw-dropping gorgeousness 
is only part of the difference. 

Except for some equally alluring 
South American immigrants, Peepland’s 
tits-and-ass supply is directly pumped in 
from Russia, Serbia, Georgia and the 
many other former Soviet republics now 
known, collectively, as war-pillaged, 
crime-strangled, do-anything-to-get-out- 

i) 

They are soul-deep seduction made of 

of-there Eastern Europe. They are 
refugees, these ravishers, and Peepland is 
their asylum. Peepland, USA, where the 

price of freedom is extracted one grimy 
palm at a time. 

Peepalive is what packs us in at 
Peepland. The concept works like this: 
You enter a closed-door booth and feed a 
dollar into a slot, which raises a shade, at 
eye level, over an open window. Through 
the now empty space, you see a carpeted 
Stage containing any number of naked 
girls on the other side, each of whom 
inquire if you are tipping. You are. For 
three more dollars, the nudie of your 
choice then places her breasts or buttocks 
(again, your call) into the window, where- 

upon, as it’s stated in the ground rules, 
you may engage in polite touching. Any 
contact beyond that is up to the lady— 
and against New York City laws. Ha! 

Typically, stink finger or nipple lick- 
ing runs about a fiver, and reach-down, 
manual johnson relief frequently comes 
for a ridiculously reasonable ten spot. 
Long, passionate tongue-kissing and anal 
thumb insertions do happen, but such 
transactions are relatively unusual and 
probably expensive, perhaps running as 
high as $12. 

Peepland at noon on a Friday is a 
boomtown. Midtown Manhattan business 

“At no time was there a relationship between Ms. Lewinsky and myself. She blew me 
a few times, but I wouldn't call that a relationship.” 
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executives swarm the place, hurriedly 
storming the feel-up stations or perusing 
hard-core slap mags for pop-off fodder 
before lunch hour Is up. 

Dark-skinned mop jockeys patrol the 
164-channel video booths, where German 
shit-eating and animal-fucking films 
play alongside Japanese schoolgirl rape 
tapes. The sound system pounds loud 
disco/salsa while neon fixtures flash and 
whirl. “Come o-o-on, fellas!” unclothed 
nubiles cry. Some of the girls climb atop 
the splashy Peepalive booths and shake 
their nakedness. They want those green- 
backs bad. And they get them, three at a 
time, lots of them. But not for keeps. 
These women work hard for somebody 
else’s money. 

x * cd 

“I paid my way through college as a 
dominatrix,” divulges Peepland feature 
performer Delilah Blue, “and I got my 
master’s degree in linguistics dancing 
nights at Show World while I was also 
teaching eighth-grade English. Now I’m 
working on my second master’s here 
doing lesbian shower shows.” 

Delilah Blue, born and raised on 
Staten Island, is small and exquisite, with 
dark hair, deliciously torpedo-shaped tits 
and a pert, perfect rear. Her education cre- 
dentials are legit, but so, I think, is my 
diagnosis of her as insane. 

“I never let the guys touch me,” 
Delilah explains. “Most often, | work the 
one-on-one booths where we’re separated 
by glass, and I talk dirty to them over a 
phone. I have one regular who beats off 
asking me what | ate the night before and 
what kind of turds it made. And you 
wouldn't believe how many freaks lick 
the glass! It’s most fun doing two-girl 
shows, even though, in real life, I’m not 

at all attracted to women. But pay me 150 
bucks to get fisted at a bachelor party, and 
I’ll be all the lesbian you want!” 

To reach Peepland’s live, nude level, 
visitors ascend a staircase lined with pho- 
tographs of vintage strip legends, such as 
Lili St. Cyr and Blaze Starr, as well as 
numerous no-name flesh bombs who 
have gyrated on the premises more 
recently. Delilah’s performance forum, a 
spacious, inviting shower stall situated in 
front of a comfy couch, is to the right of 
the second-floor entrance. 

“Most of my job is lying on the couch, 
trying to enchant customers as they stum- 
ble in,” Delilah says. “They usually go 
Straight to the Peepalive windows, where 
the girls will ask them if they want a 
shower show. Sometimes they come right 
to me. Either way, I get wet a lot.” 

(continued on page 98) 
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td eepland A pretty Bosnian girl, calling herself Pa 
(continued from page 88) 

mela, enters and smiles. She lifts her 

nightgown and sits smack down on the commode’s waste-encrusted, ice-cold porcelain rim. She pees hard. 

Delilah most often shares the soap 
with a tall-samovar-of-vodka named 
Lena. Lena speaks little English, but 
Delilah’s Russian ts passable. They have 
become friends while sucking each 
other’s cunt for money, 

“I am from Leningrad,” Lena tells me 
through Delilah, “my family was not that 
poor. My father managed a ceramics fac- 
tory. Most of the girls | came over with 
were very poor, even starving. We get 
here the same way, though by different 
agencies. Some place ads, some you just 
hear about. You agree to work for them, 
and they fly you over, or you come by 
boat. Then they set you up in an apart- 
ment, and you owe them.” 

Lena has no interest in revealing who 
this they might be, nor will she say how 
much money she is required to pay them, 
or for how long. Her two-bedroom living 
quarters, which she shares with three 

other imported sex workers, is in 
Brooklyn’s remote Brighton Beach, a 
neighborhood that has become synony- 
mous with Russian organized crime. 

Lena is thankful her agency made good 
on its promise of delivering her to 
America. Other hopefuls, she has heard, 
land in China, Pakistan, Africa or Arab 
states. She assumes those unfortunates are 
not free to knock off once their shifts end. 

Delilah, Lena and I chat “backstage” 
at Peepland. We are in a filthy bathroom 
with a filthier, seatless toilet. Rats so huge 
that midgets could ride them like 
Shetland ponies make mad-dash appear- 
ances. A pretty Bosnian girl, calling her- 
self Pamela, enters and smiles. She lifts 

her nightgown and sits smack down on 
the commode’s waste-encrusted, ice-cold 
porcelain rim. She pees hard. 

“Pamela moved to the States with her 
whole family. She’s legal. She used to 
strip at Billy’s Topless,” Delilah recalls, 
“but her father kept coming to see her and 
bringing his friends. She didn’t like it. | 
thought it was hot.” 

* * * 

There is no changing area for the talent 
at Peepland. They make themselves up 
onstage, painting their nails and smoking 
cigarettes when they can grab a moment 
between getting grabbed. The effect is 
quite charming. As a horndog squeezes 
ripe Croat casaba, he can peek over to see 
delectable sweeties applying lip gloss and 
checking their assholes for dingleberries. 
And the price is right. 

The shifts change at 4 p.m., guaran- 
teeing fresh mittfuls for masturbators 
who may have stopped by at midday, 
even though the morning girls are not 
required to leave. Most of the honeys 

WINNERS 

“Relax, my man. I had this shirt printed up to keep people from fuckin’ with me.” 
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work 12-to-16 hour stints most days of 
the week, making as much money as they 
can physically stand. The girls receive no 
regular salary for their Peepland duties, 
just a portion of their tips. They can be 
fined for being late, being too loud or 
showing up ugly. 

Mila, a drool-inducingly curvaceous 
strawberry blonde, pinches a teeny flesh 
roll on her belly and expresses grief 
about newfound American excess. She 
was born in a Czech Republic village 
where, she laments, “We did not have ice 
cream like I do now.” Mila was skinny, 
she says, very hot. Then she oinks and 
takes the stage. 

Not all the girls succumb to so benign 
an addiction as Hiiagen-Dazs. “As far as 
drugs go,” Delilah says, “this place ts 
pretty good, meaning management is seri- 
ous about keeping them off the premises. 
Les Gals, which is now closed, was 
essentially a crack house. Girls would 
shoot heroin or smoke coke while guys 
were feeling them up. They kept their 
pipes and syringes right above the 
Peepalive windows! But with Giuliani as 
mayor, it’s a fucking miracle we're even 
allowed to stay open; so the bosses are 
very careful. If they see a chick with track 
marks, or if she keeps coming in messed 
up, they send her home or make her work 
one of the joints on Eighth Avenue or in 
the outer boroughs. It’s like being demoted 
to the minors.” 

Delilah is called away to do a shower 
show with Lena. Their patron, a mook in 
Armani, looks ready to spend. I amble 
about Peepland’s sprawling confines, 
which are decorated in high-gloss, low- 
rent Circus Circus chintz. It’s very noisy. 
In front of some jerk-off chambers down- 
stairs, a rough-hewn array of gays stands 
anxious to service hormone-charged, erst- 
while heterosexuals who make the disas- 
trous decision that a mouth is a mouth is 
a mouth. One fey codger pops his den- 
tures in and out, hoping to entice passers- 
by with the prospect of a gumjob. 

I setthe—alone—into a five-screen- 
equipped video cubicle. After donating a 
pocketful of 25-cent tokens, | flip by 
eel/human intercourse, blood-drawing 
bondage, obese nude wrestling, men in 
dresses licking young boys, bathroom 
atrocities, a title card reading THE GAY 
Horse, and then | finally settle on an 
extremely convincing Dutch mother/ 
daughter team who take their clothes off 
very slowly (costing me lots more tokens) 
and lie on top of each other. A reminder 
appears on-screen, after I’m done, that all 
tapes are available for purchase. It is not 

(continued on page 106) 
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Peepland What were dozens of the most sumptuo 
(continued from page 98) 

us women | have ever laid eyes on— 

let alone made a mess of with my clammy meat hooks—doing in a place like this? 

legal to own, distribute or even view any 
of what I have just witnessed and/or 
whacked off to anywhere in the United 
States. Peepland makes its own rules, 

apparently. 
How is this possible? How can video- 

cassettes that make good on titles like 
Shit Rape, Elbow-Deep and Pig-Fuck 
Weekend be brokered with such impunity? 
Then, as my erection returned, | pon- 

dered a far greater conundrum: What 
were dozens of the most sumptuous 
women I have ever laid cyes on—Ilct 
alone made a mess of with my clammy 
meat hooks—doing in a place like this? 
The ugliest of Peepland’s paw toys look 
like top-of-the-line triple-X starlets. The 
best of them blow away supermodels. 
Why weren’t they on high-fashion run- 
ways or spreading for HUSTLER center- 
folds or at least working upscale nude 
clubs, like Scores? 

“A deal is a deal,” explains Marta, a 
breathtaking, 23-year-old Georgian who 
looks like a filled-out, olive-skinned Mila 
Jovovich. “You make a bargain, and you 
stick with it. Not because you want to, 
because you have to. Peepland is, you 
know, the jewel of a certain network of 
businesses. We come here as employees 
of those businesses. It makes a girl feel 

. good when they ask her to work here. 

Girls who are not so good-looking, they 
work in bad places, dangerous places.” 

“Marta,” I fume, “Peepland is a dump.” 
“You don’t know dump.” She smiles 

back. “Not when you live in this coun- 
try. Georgia, Russia, fucking Bosnia or 
Albania—those are dumps. You have no 
idea. I hope, someday, to be an actress— 
the usual stupid dream of girls who 
come to America—but I chose this. I am 
not allowed to work anywhere else right 
now. No one knows | am in this country, 
and the people who brought me here 
would not pay to send me back if I started 
trouble. You understand? I am provided 
for, and sometimes the men can be 

sweet and very generous. | get jewelry 
and flowers a lot.” 

“Would you ever date a customer?” 
“No,” she insists. “I have a boyfriend 

in Georgia who is trying to get here. | 
send him money. Most girls send money 
to the people they left behind, usually 
their families. I do not miss my family 
though. Fuck them, you know? To answer 
your question, some of my friends meet 
their customers outside, but I think they 
are crazy. They might get presents or 
money, but we deal with lunatics all the 

time. Even regular boys who get too 
excited can be violent.” 

As though on cue, a ruckus arises. 

JESUS LOVES ME 
SO iTS OK. IF LL 

DRIVE LIKE A 
FUCKING MANIAC! | 

L06 July HUSTLER 

Some perv refuses to let go of a dancer's 
D cups. She screams, and security —two 

terrifyingly large Hispanic men—tear the 
door off the booth and yank the perpetra- 
tor out onto the tile floor. Shouting 
ensues. The chubby dork, wobbling to his 

feet, squeals about getting a cop. Indian 
change-making guys yell that, no, they’re 
getting the cops. Fatboy knocks a row of 
stroke books over and then runs outside. 
The bouncers chase him. 

“I can’t believe that just happened,” I 
chuckle. 

“I can’t believe it ended so fast,” Marta 
sighs. “People get fired up on Friday 
nights. That’s how I remember what day of 
the week it is.” 

“What about magazine modeling or 
doing adult videos?” I ask. “You could 
live in L.A., get famous, dance at the best 
venues across the country....” 

“Why don’t you ask the men who 
come in here if they want to be pho- 
tographed?” Marta suggests. “This is very 
shameful, what we are doing. Don’t think 
we don’t know that. I don’t want pictures 
of me to be seen back home, or for some- 
one to show a movie of me having sex to 
the children I hope to have someday. Plus, 
our bosses—they do not want that kind of 
publicity. We come to America to get hus- 
bands and good lives. We do what we 
have to until then. In secret.” 

“So is this a good life?” I wonder. 
Marta sneers. “Good enough.” 

ae + * 

Attractive women sashaying in street 
clothes among the walking erections is a 
common-enough sight on Peepland’s 
Live Model floor. The parading nubiles 
are live models themselves, arriving for 
a multihour round of manual manipula- 
tion by the loveless mob, or the fully 
dressed girl is fresh off a shift. Tonight, 
a lean, brown-eyed looker with tight 
jeans and near-ass-length hair appears to 
be a customer. She buys tokens for a 
Peepalive booth, and I nearly faint at the 
prospect. 

“It happens,” Delilah says. “Girls 
sometimes come in with their boyfriends. 
Every booth is covered with signs declar- 
ing that state law allows only one person 
inside at a time, but seeing how manage- 
ment ignores the homos downstairs, they 
definitely look the other way when some 
doof crams himself and his terrified lady 
fair into one of the little cubes.” 

True to Delilah’s prediction, a bushy- 
bearded mook slips up behind the redhead, 
and they enter a booth together. I hop into 
the cubicle next to them and pay Marta a 
couple of bucks to keep my window open 

(continued on page 122) 
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“Of course Bill fucked them! He'll fuck anythine! He’s a man! 
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Demure dancer Taylor.is.a citizen of 
Pensacola, sa 

Florida. The 24-year-old showgirl hopes to someday 

f an audience.” Crystal, from Paducah, Kentucky, has danced he “make love in the rain in front of a rysta ) mp atc cual 

Nothing could be more romantic. Except may bea from Georgia to Japan. The 23-year-old jisicihaaat uae Ge cee wa 
threeway with Yanni and Michael Bolton. and sunbathe in the nude.” In the sexual-fantasies catego C : oa 
Photo by Friend writes, “Make up your own—I’m game.” Know any obscene = polkas? 

Photo by Friend 
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To enter HUSTLER Beaver Hunt or HUSTLER Video Beaver Hunt you must be over 18 years old, and you must fill out and send this release and COPIES OF TWO Siseh selina wnat tu easviladhon ci onon te-dnlebitin tt Gemiiatts 
FORMS OF ID, ONE WITH PHOTO (i.e. driver's license, passport, work or school ID card or photo |D issued by state). Second ID can be birth certificate, Social Security rights and exclusive permission in perpetuity to copyright and/or 

in the VHS format. Showing pink is optional at entry stage. All photos and videos become the unretumable property of HUSTLER Magazine, which buys all rights in and t make any changes or any additions whatsoever to such 

or feature video worth $5,000. Send photos, videos, IDs and release to HUSTLER Beaver Hunt, 8484 Wilshire Bivd., Ste. 900, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. whether true or fictional. | understand that editorial matier will accom. 

PLlLeEaASE Po Pe Bo €, pany these photos, and that my video footage may be accompanied by 
commentary and can be distributed with other affiliated videos, and that 

neta |  . . .  4Whie ||... fy photographs or video image can be published in other 
Bit nal ts e = eee. HUSTLER affiliated magazines. | certify that | am of full age and am pos- 

Any alias nickname stage or oro name sessed of full legal capacity to execute the foregoing authorization. 

——" — Se eS a Se scarce. 9 = =| _ CO ’ a si,, yA AK = r a = vit Sc ? as 

Date of bith Phone (inclode area code) . i -_ | SUBJECT TO MONETARY DAMAGES AND/OR . 

Model's Sociai Security number | DECLARE UNDER PENALTY OF 
THAT ALL OF THE INFORMATION | HAVE 
GIVEN ABOVE IS TRUE AND CORRECT. 
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Alex from Lincoln, 

Nebraska. The 
tionist enjoys in-line skating 

and boxing. After d
uking it out in the ring, Alex woul

d love to 

find a “sexy, legal male virgin and show
 him the ropes.” 

Remember, Alex, always hit below the belt. 

Photo by Friend 
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antily clad tree hugeer is 

Palm Beach, 
This sc 

old chiropractic 
Sarah from West 

Florida. An 18-year- 

assistant, Sarali is 00 slouch when 
it 

ove. The dirty -blond baby 

doll would love to have sex with her 

boyfriend “in front of hundreds of 

strangers.” After ail, a stranger's 

just a pervert you haven't met. 

Photo bs Bovfreend 
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Niki is a Cyberstrj _  . + €rstripper fro te Jose, California. When . — ing the World ” thinness er God-given talent, 2 = oe intains her Web site at = ‘) -Oncamera.com, The 31. E oF se vixen aims too ne ize an orgy with “fem. lovers Over the Interney Les On, lezzies, and beware 2 2 
| 

Ware | those nasty Computer dy ‘” 
Photo by Boyfriend x 

Spring, a 20-year-old mother from Austin, Texas, softens her 

G.L. Jane look with just a hint of Lilith Fair gypsy. Having sex 

in public restrooms and feeling “the hands of men and 

| women” all over her body are only two of this tattooed lady's 

~~" favorite sensations. Spring is truly 2 woman for all-seasons. 
Photo by Fnend 
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| Heather from Phoenix,
 

. - _— cs, 1s Pog 

2 

hiteons, is ready for a nice, long we on 

the carpet. Helping the visually impaired is only one a — of 

year-old ophthalmic medical assistants L ger aiers —
 ob ae 

deli in campi hopping sex. Heather's tuck) 

a ENTE grea yore an
other woman” with him. 

will be seeing double 
when she “Ss 
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ay, a nurse’s assistan” eo tot’ playing Candy, “+ * nner. Can an aye S  eaeeeve be beds actoding ney new wong -ehabilitat- 

bees of “oops; ! dropped the y vance Soy delish 
-old Candy's Sweet on for sexual 

7 , 0-year™ d * the infirm, ali all oy ty of Canay- 

mrervice “nine age lots of fluids, ©4% pe * Photo by Friend 

‘many séxual fan- 
d hiking, but her 

€ a porn Star and 

the Stars, Shasta! 

Photo by Husband 

most cherished ambiti 
“live life to the extreme.” Reach for 

Meet Alexandra, a sultry couch @ | rae ) >% 
potato from San Diego, California. > th f 
The fiery, 24-year-old sales man- 
ager amuses herself with gemology, —& 

mineralogy and mountain biking. ~ 
This raunchy rock hound looks 3 

forward to a threeway with “per- _@ 
sons Of either sex.” You have to = 

spelunk a lot of caves before you | 
discover a gem like Alexandra. ~ 
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A native of Columbia, South Carolina, 23-year-old Terri 

bared her soul in a moving letter to America’s Magazine. 
The tender trucker pledged te invest Beaver Hunt with the 

same “dedication and pride” she brings to the truck-driving 
industry. Terri wants to spend her leisure time “having sex 
with men and women.” Turn your CB into a sensual tool, 
Terri. You'll hook up with a mighty convoy of swingers. 

Photo by Friend 
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Meet 
CJ —_ 

a 
teins os 

tainer. This 26-year-old exotic dancer and homemaker 
lives to please her spouse. Josie plans to someday 
“nose nude in HUSTLER eating another girl to drive 
my husband nuts.” The lurid performer collects 
Mickey Mouse memorabilia in her spare time. Josie is 
the only Mousketeer ever to wear a G-string. 
Photo by Friend 

3 osie, Bellefontaine, Ohio's most beloved enter- 

Snake handler Sadie Lynn, of Santa Monica, California, Esse a 

. a day job at an employment agency. The 31-year-old leather 

enthusiast also writes sex fantasies. One sizzling scenario 

involves giving a blindfolded man her special ene tore 

hath...but the kicker is, | have two men working me 

” Barbara Cartland, eat your pussy out. 

Photo by France 

tongue | 

while I’m working him. 
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a : ad (continued from page 106) 

: 4 eep an wa §=6The couple next door are all paws on a meltingly gorgeous South American 

— blonde with impossibly huge and buoyant F cups. The fire-top girlfriend does most of the groping. 

for a while in order to listen. 
The couple next door are all paws on a 

meltingly gorgeous South American 
blonde with impossibly huge and buoyant 
F cups. The fire-top girlfriend does most 
of the groping, and I can hear her sleazy 
boyfriend emoting sweet nasties to her. 

“You sick, fucking slut,” he huffs. 
“You like this. You like going to a 
scummy peep show, feeling up hot, 
trashy whores. It’s cause you're a lesbo, 
right? It’s “cause your whole life, you’ve 
wanted titties in your hand and pussy in 
your mouth.” 

The salacious breathing grows louder. 
“Sweet little girl you were supposed to 

be,” the bearded perv continues. “Only, 
you were a nasty, nasty bitch. Always 
having cunt on your mind. You love her 
big tits, don’t you? Isn’t that true? Tell me 

it’s true.” 
“"S’true,” the agitated redhead 

squeaks breathlessly. “I’m a lesbo slut!” 
[ leave my booth. The best part of me 

Stays behind in a hankie. 
a * * 

Peepland’s nudes quit being live at 
1 a.m. The rabble that prowls the place 
beyond that late hour, it has been learned 
through experience, is not to be permitted 
within maiming distance of vulnerable 
female anatomies. 

[; ONCE 
|SLEPr WiTH 

Bilt 
| CLINTON. 

Delilah and Lena look relieved. They 
won't return until Sunday. Tomorrow 
evening, they’re slated to work a private 
party for some Wall Street ballbusters. 
Big bucks can be made. Lena, 
inevitably, will outearn Delilah. The for- 

mer’s oral favors can be bought in the 
bathroom, while the latter draws a line 

at lap dancing. 
The girls bundle their belongings and 

throw on winter coats as Mickey, an 
unpleasant, dot-head floor manager, 
flicks an overhead light switch and 
chants, “Lessgo! Lessgo! Lessgo!” 

It is decided that our four-ginch, one- 
me gaggle will retire to Times Square’s 
famous honky-tonk, the Full Moon 
Saloon. But not just yet. 

“Come on,” Delilah whispers, “and be 
quiet.” 

We tiptoe down a back stairwell into 
Peepland’s basement facility: an open- 
all-night, old-school XXX movie house, 
presently split into four theaters. After 
midnight, half the screens switch to 
showing karate flicks. The rough-and- 
tumble audience isn’t made up so much 
of filmgoers as it is of campers. 
Overwhelmingly, they are homeless men 
renting a night of indoor warmth for $7. 

There are others. The women—the 
only women near this black hole of acrid 

“Pussy is pussy, honey. But to make real money these days, a ‘ho needs an angle.” 

July HUSTLER 

smoke, rank onanism and_ snoring 
riffraff—meet their coke dealer in the 
ladies’ room. While they do business, | 
unwind before a blurry VCR projection of 
Mad Monkey Kung Fu. Ushers wear yel- 
low vests marked PuBLIC HEALTH 
INSPECTOR and wave flashlights. Uneasy, 
I go to take a leak, 

Later, when I meet my lady friends by 
the candy counter, I’m shuddering. 

“What's wrong?” they ask. 
“That isn’t a bathroom,” I wheeze, 

pointing to the death factory I just left, 
where four men stood dunking their four 
man parts into one man’s mouth all at one 
time. “It’s a bathhouse.” 

“Let us get drunk and high,” Marta 
jokes. “That always helps everything.” 

ca so ae 

Except for when the Navy invades 
during Fleet Week, it seems as though the 
Full Moon Saloon is exclusively patron- 
ized by sex-industry workers, their man- 
agers and a handful of neighborhood odd- 
balls. The beer is cheap, and the jukebox 
contains, it is said, both kinds of music: 
country and western. The foreign girls | 
am with love this considerably American 
art form. 

Mila giggles with Full Moon drink 
slinger Viola, herself an emigré from 
Poland. Delilah shoots pool in the back. 
Lena and Marta, after several cocktails 
and a joint on the walk over, cozy up on a 
leather-cushioned wall bench. Almost 
absentmindedly, they make out. Lena, 
bigger and more aggressive, slips her 
palm under Marta’s baby T, exposing her 
luscious right hoot. 

“Take it easy, girls,” Viola warns 
good-naturedly. 

Mila makes her way to the lavatory, 
undoubtedly to powder her nose. Marta 
eases in beside me at the bar. “I am 
horny,” she purrs. I know the feeling. 

Wordlessly, Marta guides my hand 
under the counter, between her legs. Her 
fingers show mine how to clit rub, right 
and proper. She leans over and kisses me, 
hard and deep, while I work her nubbin. 
She comes, quaking and huffing, licking 
the roof of my mouth. 

“Thank you,” Marta murmurs. 
! remind her that Brighton Beach is a 

long, hairy subway ride away, and that 
she’s more than welcome to crash at my 
digs downtown. 

“No.” She grins. “But you can buy me 
another drink now.” 

Marta’s next screwdriver is on me, and 
I dip my used digits into the pint of root 
beer I’ve been nursing. These girls reside 
in a state of mind. Peepland is every- 
where they go. @ 
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Nf B vane guarantee. All videos will arrive on one handy VHS cassette [] vise CJmc [JAMEX 

Please print clearly. | certily thal | am 18 yrs. od Acct. # 4 2 - : é 

¥ signature Hustler Fully Erect Series 

}Delivery & Handling 
= Address }Rush Processing 

Zip 
_ Us. orders only Offer Void in AL. M5, UT. Ark. Tenn KY. 

HEY GUys! 
imake money 
providing INTIMATE 

(SERVICES to lonely 

ladies. $750 per week 
possible. We _ also 
provide names, 

addresses and photos. 
Send $1 for into to 

ROYCE Attn. Lori 
5152 Sepulveda 
Blvd. Suite #200-HR 
Sherman Oaks, CA. 

§ 91403 if 1-800-267-3994 

1-888-729-8788 

. cus. te (938-3825) 
i} Training SESSIONS! ng bn os $2.80 banal 1-B88- 

: K¢ 76° - | : Direct Call Back + Over 18 Onl) 
1-¢ 30! 0-71 05-FURT U-FIND-KINK Sakae Credit Lande» Clacton Billing 

s2 per Min. « 5 Min. Minimum 

» ee. : IN TNL RATES APPLY 



TRAINING 
ACADEMY, 

ALL MAJOR CC/CHECK BY PHONE-US&CAN. 
$3.PER MIN. / $44.95 FULL 30 MIN. 
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OR: INTL PREFIX+ 

" LIVE GIRLS, SEE THEM, TALK TO THEM ON YOUR P.C. OR MAC 

www.ON-LINESEX.com 

1-800-972-2-0.N.- 

INT'L RATES APPLY 

$2.98 PER MIN 
CHARGE IT! 

AXX YOUNG PU! 
ONLY 

an. $2.98 PER MIN. ON YOUR PHONE BILL. 18+ 

1-800-555-2625 
WE WANT YOUR COC} 
FORA3SUM. <4 
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Men Who Want The 
Best Call Us! 
"No Restrichons @) fe l] 

1-800-528-2183 
ONLY 3$2.29/ Mi 

| MAJOR CREDIT C by Ri -HECKS 
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| CONNECTI ON 

p Cell Toll PREE - 24HRS 
, 

A creative sexy 

girl of your 
dreams will 
call you back 
immediately 

) for a romantic ne of | 
) anything your HARD desires. }} 

MCI/VISA 

MY J af MOUTH, 
AND WATCH ME 
GULP DOWN / 
EVERY DROP! Wry TAKE 

YOUR HUGE 
7 — : ' < x 8 a \co 

wiCOCK! 

US Se Bee 

: Y= NOW & S | 

41-888-878-866 $@) car 
FLIVE SHE. AALES 

MAKE uP 
% ‘x DRESS jl 

A ‘7 a hts 

1-BBB- FeiM 
vouN Al we Py ASIAN ieeail 
1 WAT 1-868- 

ALT, RNATIVE! 
LIFESTYLES 
PATELINE! 
1-888 - wcwe 

I-DATE-YOU 
“866 432 - 68396) 

TS 999 
ih | COLLEGE : ©) LIT 

1-800-808-WETT 
1-900-435-0900 1-800-568-1110 

VISA/MC $19.95 PER CALL. HFT INC. 1995 18+ 
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“78 YR. OLD RUNAWAY 
NEEDS MONEY! 

ie ‘ONIV-19 
(|-800-743-2742) i (1-888-466-6591) 



1-800-555-10N1_-" 
1-800-555-1661 > veal 
MY TIGHT ASS : f nasty 

IS JUST on your 
WAITING : cock... 

ON YOUNG BABES 

TO SQUEEZE | 
YouR cock! In a ranchy 

1 on 1 fuck! 

1-900- 

LOVE-ASS r 
. 1-900-568-3277 | a ft "$2.98 por min / ADULTS ONLY 

PER 
MIN. 

1-800- 808- WETT 
1-900-435-0900. 
W888 #s 

fae Joll Fr ee! yi 
(1-888-277-5266) 

Tau NEW DATELINE 
< aI SPECIALIZING IN 

py ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES! ‘00 § 

S Tight kt Asses = | 
r tt “ « & little S 

Boobies —_— 

19 YR. OLD RUNAWAY 
b> t Sea FOR MONEY! 
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Cums Again! © er. 
| F Hot Soaked | 

. Minutes! 4a 
m ‘ 
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Cums Again - - Com to he eal a ke 
ey | Hr, dilating tongue techalque sits oll ons of Wangan? 

Sarah-Jane Hamilton drenches Jon Morgan with feminine fluids after 
Se vane Ne Cnn POR ae 

ilde’s tight backdoor springing major upfront leakage. Nici Sterling 
rs 5 times | fore Wilde Oscar drives into her hot backdoor. 

enes. 55 min. 

Free Adult Video Catalag 
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CJ Yes! Send The | pease charge my: Cvisa C) mc For Clee rve enclosed: C] check CJ Bank Money Order | The Big Squirt 
Big Squirt Cums 
Again for only 
$4.95 in plain | Name — — 

' lense print Clearty | certify | am age 18 or cider 

packaging Signature 
Rush Processing- 

covered by your Add $2: 
, - | Address: 

T 30 day ponuplpe a Order Total: 
back guarantee! | 

| City: st Zip US Orders Only. Offer Void in AL, MS, U Ky. & Tenn 
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Z View | im UHM NOTE: YOU DO NOT NEED A CREDIT 
’ 16 Was | Bi | 77a CARD TO CALL THE NUMBERS IN THIS 
'Sweet...| sag COLUMN. ALL YOU PAY FOR 
but VETTE y's THE COST OF THE a 

. 18 is because everybodys Ps 1} 2 Wa eS) 
q . Legal! Bi 20°C PUSSY ~ GaliiNow'24 Hours A Da ty Wie'l 
D, | : ag- MAKE YOU,CUM ! y | SIN UNDER 

Aube * ‘ ‘ALMINUTE! 

GAVLERS We Oa, 
| Ge! \ 

800. 779- 1234 Py Miswanese’ 26 

CUM WET YOUR DICK 

WITH US ON YOUR MAC 14 : y 
OR P.C. Saal jay | eiwleo wees | Sf 

WWWAVETS.com fi "Sa AE. JENIWY, 2.1; RECORDED LIVE 
ys . CKING 

4 amd, , 

| 900:344: i1 14 
$19.95 PER CALL 

1-619-295-GIRL 
NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED 4475 

011+ 992-969-067 Bie 
rey a INT'L RATES APPLY 

ier eal OTT 
ARVUAW A | 4 » pea I'VE GOT LOTS , 

= a BONN. U FUER OF TIME ON 
-800-933-8258) / oF a — Ls 

_ SF, aa | | : TO SUC) 

pi nrg : ON YOUR 
- Try) : MEAT - 

THEN YOU FUCK 
ME DOGGIE STYLE. 

— — ¢g38-3825) By pass ; 
Training Sessions! ks tonnn 5240 sorte pATEUE O11-078-73' 

ai | __ 1-888- 

1-800-765-HURT ‘10057959 7 U-FIND-KINK 
P) or Mn: = INTN’L RATES APPLY | 1-885-534-6354 ) international LD Rates Apply 



DEEP. DARK. SEDUCTIVE. OMINOUS Se 4 GAY) - Bi - FIRST TIMERS 

 WEW TOLL FREE 
ae 

MISTRESSES AWAIT YOUR CALL: 

CYBER PUSSY 

WAITING FOR YOU! 

SLUT69 

——— 

Screw my 
| huge tits 

HOW HOMEG AAD ATE LINE! before 
1 -888- ‘DUDES- 4- 4 “you cum 

im my. 

As low as § 

$2.50 

4.99 ming 

My tight 

pussy wants 
your huge roa 

extn 
cone new) y, 

~ EXCHANGE! 

, 

(1-888-685:2625) 

___ Dirty Secrets?!? 

1-800-905-8665 

| can’t 
satisfy meu 

Nympho wife... 
can you? 

international charges apply 
only 

| LET'S CUM 
| TOGETHER 

Let Friendly 
Playful 

Girls Make 
You Feel 

Better... WORLD'S 
GREATEST 
Gila 4 

SUCKER 

Instant internet sex action! 
www.erotica.com or www.lustyxxx.com 

800-Multiple Billing Options 011/473-int'l Toll Applies Must be 18+ 



THE EROSCILLATOR 

ULTIMATE ORGASM KIT — For the lover who 
wants it all! Here's the most complete sex toy kit 
ever - your ticket to thousands of mind-bending 
orgasms! You gel 4 powerful 7° multi-speed vibrator 
with 6 separate latex sleeves - 3 anal probes, 2 
studded vaginal stimulators and a smooth, penis 
shaped p But that's not all! There's a remote 
controlled vibrating “egg” for deep rg or anal 
pleasures, a Japanese erection nng, plus a Dip 
Stick vibrator (worn at the base of the penis) that 
delivers clitoral thrills with every thrust. 
Comes boxed and complete with 2 AA and 2 C 
battenes 

‘ | =" : 91831 .ccceneneseneeesesees WSS OSI 

_ BIG 10-INCH — Fil-her-up fun! Flexible 10-inch long, 2 1/2” thick latex phallus, Foam- 
' » filled — feels like the real thing! Multi-speed vibe. 

& #2450...00nssse aS oat Now Only $16.95 

TEXTURED G-SPOT VIBRATOR — Hit sedamemcteg 4 8 1/2" long, 1 3/4” thick 
vibe combines a specially curved latex shaft for orgasmic fo yas Vein texture 
and studded love collar at the base for clitoral thrills. Mut Mulh-speed vibe 
#1 726. .ccveeeeeeeresssnees WS O22 OS Now Only $1 7.95 

' MR, SATISFIER — 10 tut, soft latex inches. The sof veined surface increases stimulabon 
#2B69...cccrseercerereees WAS S2t.95 Now Only $13.95 

1. VIBRATING TWIG — 7" jong iatex shalt that rotates for vaginal ecstasy as vibrating 
‘thumb’ dances on clit. 

#2445 ..ccccrenssseeneeee WS S26-95 Now Only $17.95 

FANTASY EXTENSION — Latex 11° exten- 
sion has every detail of a real penis. Inside is 9 
1/2" with an inner diameter of 1 5/8" at opening, 
tapering Gown to 1 1/4" at head. Trim it to desired 
length and add heft to your meat. Greal as a 
masturbator — lube it up and cum! ‘ 

#3943 ..s0secrsnrerneeesene WS S205 

Now Only $14.95 

BLACK FANTASY EXTENSION — Sans‘, 
her darkest desires! Latex 10 1/2" extension has 
every detail of a real penis. Inside is 9 1/2" with 
an inner diameter of 1 5/8" at opening, tapering 
down fo 1 1/4° af head. Trim to desired length 
94457 ..crcvrersneenreeens WES SOD 
Now Only $14.95 — 

a 

THE EQUALIZER PUMP - Satistaction anytime’ 
Enjoy pulsations galore as your lubed cock glides into 
the contoured plastic sleeve. Squeeze bulb creates 
vacuum for an incredible suck. Latex collar for tight fit. 
7 1/2" long and 2° wide. With free lube 
#7B05...00cccsessesenseee WES 920-95 
Now Only $19. 9.95 

~~, THE TIT-ILIZER — Proud, erotic no-pierc- 
a, ing jewelry. Comly, adjustable loops slip on 

" any mip. Increase sensitivity and arousal! A 

HOLLOW THRUSTER — Strap-on this realistic Royal gold-tone 
latex cick, insert teal 100! into the hollow shaft #31 41 sssseaseseneeseseneens ESO 9S.O5 

and don't stop! Elastic straps for comfortable fit.6 1/2" Now Only $9.95 
_ 1 1/2" wide hollow dong features a smooth 1 

1/4" inner opening. 

#4545... ccereeessneeserees WAS SIRIS | : clip and mail with payment today 

Now Only $19.95 Mail to: Adam & Eve, Dept. 44157 P.O. Box 900, Carrboro, NC 27510 
THE VIRGIN — Get that “first time” feeling. Feels so yee so | thie a i 3 Yes! Please rush the listed, in plain pi Plus send my FREE Xxx strok throbber in this 4 love packaging. my ea video, Sinful 7 along with my order. 

H i #. Prriti iti ir ttt eer eo > fc y ae np War-oeeae * METHOD OF PAYMENT: ey 5% 
— _— “ =} Check or Bank eney Order Charge my: J Visa — MasterCard 

(Sorry, NO CASH or COD’S) 
1 

= 

SINFUL 7 — Biz-titted nurse Sandra 
Scream pops Woody's thermometer with 
her hot box. Leather 'n’ chains queen 
Brittany Morgan overcums her man with 
pussy power Zara Whites splashes in 

Exp. Dette / LIST ITEMS BY CODE AND PRICE 

| Price 

Peter North's fountain of lust. VHS. Name (Plense print. | corty that | am 21 or otter $ 
#6285...$24.95 Value— $ 

$ 

Order By Phone Toll Free. — i 
CALL <——— | $_ 

Postage & Handling §$ 
100% MONEY-BACK Tate te | ‘rush Processing Add $2.00 $__ 

Anytime. GUARANTEE. — Offer Void in UT, AL MS TN. KY 4 AR = Order we . 



PULL COLO® CATALOG (with order only 

100% DELIVERY INSURANCE 

IMMEDIATE CHECK CLEARANCE 

FOREIGN AND CANADIAN ORDERS 

REMIT IW U.S. FUNDS AND ADD 

the: fuck) flick! 

8c 
$1 0. = 

jo3 59 
"]o6 sa0 | 

IF 
YOUREA 
NAUGHTY / 

BOY! 

Pall Now! 

1-800 
hito://wwe.cybererolica.com 

MISTRESS 

r 

1-900 
993 
8667 

VISA/MC/AMEX @ UPTO $3.99/MIN @ MUST BE 18 

5250 min. Adults only to», GO0@s require nae it card 

; \ ~. 

(7868547258569) 
VISA AMEX 

INTERNATIONAL RATES APPLY 
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Lily MC/VISA/AMEX/DISC./CHECKS-US&CAN. ver ~ 4 credit cards $1.50 PER HALF MIN. / $44.95 FULL30 MIN. Hl foa/MU/LHOURS TUG Tol OG UNUr Id | check-by-phone 

Crossdressing! 
Enemas! B&D! 
Chicks with Dicks! 

GUYS) WHO)TAKE IT 
UPTHE'ASS! 

pEOOGk' 
O11- | 

a= | Hiwae tis t | ANAL 01 
RIDE +, ie Man to Man Smee (THERE 2743 www-shemalelive.com 

EueKHY tO all 

ert 2) 
1-800-581 



NOTE: YOU DO NOT NEED A CREDIT 
CARD TO CALL THE NUMBERS IN THIS 
COLUMN. ALL YOU PAY FOR 
iS THE COST OF THE CALL 

; No long witios Ne tranny | 
+75 vv | ¥ ube: hit duty ank 

nN ANe crt ‘Ra en! swell sex talk thai Tl | 
NE exch blow yous tial and leave | 

BSH = : } your aes tan woke a | Please’ let me 

“WITCH oes YA AS Gis ie re Wal me : gulp'down ato" a SENN sa 8) WE 1A every'last ay 

! '666- | we Yale [—) J ee : | d l 

sl A! “petal Mistress ire. | Crop. HURT % ‘ “ a. Credit Cary | 
/ hs b iil P > , Hey Ossal y iP ” cm 

j 

Come on and slide 
your hard cock 

Delween my huge tits! 

011-2618 | 

ae = Sore captogtigs pened ine yon 
av Pa wen. ule yp ws al 

Ag low as $2.50- 4,99) min musiiBe 18+ 
| i \ 

1.1 668 -634.6354) 

HOT ACTION ON 

YOUR MAC OR PICS 

NO», 
as 

wep 
: eee 000:015 $7.94 Ph M IN. ¢ N TOUR 

IPHONE -Wk :¢ & OLDER 

ST 

HOlesienry SEX WITH THE 

GIRL OF YOUR 
CHOICE 

I'LL DO WHATEVER YOU WANT val 
| = + Bee eee ON YOUR MAC OR P.C 

I'LL TALK DIRTY AND DILDO MYSELF INTO A FRENZY 2 
WHILE YOU BEAT OFF AS HARD AS YOU CAN! www.WET 7 com 

011-683-9713 
INTERNATIONAL LD RATES APPLY. 18+ 
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How to order them without embarrassment. 

How to use them without disappointment. 

| A ‘today, you know that fully exploring your 

sensuality is as healthy as it is fun. Look 

over the new Xancdria Gold Collection catalogue 

and discover a wide array of sexual products 

for giving and receiving even greater pleasure 

Trust our experience. Men have delighted in the 

Xandria Collection for over 20 vears. We select 

only the finest products from around the world 

Rely on our 100%, three-way Guarantee. 

lf you've been reluctant to purchase sexual 

products through the mail, consider this 

1. We guarantee your privacy. Everything we 

ship 1S plainly and securel, wrapped with no 

clue to its contents. All transactions are strictly 

conhidenthal, and we never sell, rent, or trade 

customers names 

2. We guarantee your satisfaction. |f a product 

is unsatisfactory, simply return it for replace- 

ment or refund within 60 days 

3. We guarantee that the product you choose 

will keep giving you pleasure. Should it mal- 

function, just return it to us for a replacement 

: Order today and see. Send for your catalogue 

now. We'll apply its $4.00 price to your first 

order. You have nothing to lose and an entirely 

new world of enjoyment to gain 

The Xandria Collection, Dept. HU0798B 
P.O. Box 31039, aon FraNCESED, on 94131-9988 
Please send me, by first class mai » Xandria Gold Edition 

Catalogue. Enclosed is a « heck or money order for 34.14), to be 

applied to my first purchase. ($5 Canada, £3 UK) 

Aor 

LATE 

lam an acuilt over 21 years of age 

Signatiee reguired 

Konda, 165 Valley Drive Brintieane, CA G004- 1 0. Void where prohibtied by law 

STAY ALERT®PRODUCTS 
(to enhance mental alertness) 

Sm. Black Capsule 175 mg. caffeine 
yp Shape Tablet 200 mg. Caffeine 
357 Magnum Red/White Tab. 200 mg. Caf. 
20/20 White Tablet 175 mg. Cafleine 

 Blue/Clear — 200 mg. Caffeine 
| DECONGEST 
| (for the oeperaty relief of sinus congestion) 
Round White Tablet 25 mg. Ephedrine HCL 

Diet Aid - Phenylpropanolamine HCL Caps. 
| (to curb the appetite) 

15661 
16101 
10201 
15671 
15811 
13001 

10221 

1014] 

“TAKE YOUR COCK: TONITS 
FULLEST. POTENTIAL! _ 

Automatic} Fr REMAN S 
Power 

et ITEM WAPI. ITEM #FP2 

Oy TEM#API.. 539.95 TOTAL PURCHASE ‘am = 
[)ITEM#FP2...$19.95 (CA RES. ADD SALES TAXS y' 

; CAGHECK COMONEY ORDER — SHIPPING & HANDLING... 
- OvisA CUMASTERCARD 

+ tetterioinment purposes only U.S Funds only. Foreagn order; add on ood! 510 SoH 

CARDe _ EXP. DATE 

a . APT. # 

Po?) ae P 
; SIGNATURE A a Se ee) oe 
| Signature required on all orders. | am 21 years old or older By my 
i wgnoture | outhorize chorging the credit cord account listed on this form 

i declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true ond correct 

Make Payable To V & G Products 

go Pork, CA 91309-9413 + Send Io: P.O. Box 9413 Cana 

Product# | 

Sex Toys EXPLODE WITH ENERGY 

HOW TO ORDER 
Call toll tree 7 days a week 

1-800-999-9990. 
Orders shipped daily C.0.D 

and you pay upon delivery 

Or use your credit card 

= 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

CAUTION: individuals under medical care should 

consul their physician. No sales jo miners. 

Sun Labs Ltd. 

s 

= 

FERRERS | 

* 

S SFaEras 

3 a a 

0378 

‘Fully Functional 
‘Ass Fucking 
*Role Pliay 
Psychodrama 
Feminization 
Shaving « Make-Up 
Panties - Stockings 

*High Heels: Wigs 

Beginners Encouraged: 

(1-888-771-7477) 
- Water spores 
«DE Lid vr 

lL JFESda ices 

DA Te LENE 

roll 
nae 1- 888- 

U-DATE: 
-DOMS 

900-938 3 

- ‘Toilet Tr Training 

LIVE TMATSTATETE NTO MAN 
BI-CURIOUS & FIRST TIME SPECIALISTS! 

faoGAY 2701 
1 Baa -423>0->86 15 

Pace crean are) Pi se ercdeclt 

1-900-938-0144 
o11-cT7a 7 -242aa4 



explore your 

HIDDEN 
DESIRES 

with other 
bic. guys 

12268- 4047623 

INTERNATIONAL 
SHE-MALES! 

SUCK MYTIGHT 
PUSSY-ASS, OR 
SUCK ON MY 

mek Mg ur 

FAT JUICY 

COLNE 

RA aac 
: Lie 

tes. = iil 

» 

f 7. 0B | rm! a ' | rit Mee ©} f 

POUUtb Whe" t wv . 

1 Want to suck your COCK! 
*all night long! Call me! 

As jow as §2.50/min ‘ 

— om am on Bh | 
5 

7 | 

" 

4 GOLDEN SHOWERS 
— — FOmer TRAINING! ) 

1-888-f 
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Telephone (_ ) Business ( )_ 

CHECK YOUR PREFERANCES SPECIAL! 

1801186 4HR| 

[J P.0. Boxes and GENERAL 
IDELIVERY ADD $2 

i i 
i ADD $2 FOR 24HR. IN-HOUSE 

ICHECK CLEARANCE 

, | | ADD $2 FOR CERTIFIED SIGNATURE } | eyer CABOXS | CODE IT 

BD1133 4HR & BD1440 4HR #4)) BD1435 4HA, BD1429 4HR DELIVERY Winky : ip dey: 
¥ | E ow I ia ' I ‘AN’ 

tf? HEM , BEE ty MADD POR ld0e DE VERY ae, ‘ 

eo San LINSURANCE 

WF Len Pe 

i mg 

| ’ ds A OD $8 FOR UPS 2ND DAY AIR 

METHOD OF PAYMENT Shipping & 

Seen oe a eA Handling 

Wane: ; - 7 7 . = r 7 A, a j Se , oa —) | 

{BD1430 4HR 'BD1428 4HR hime oh Bint a | NU 6% 
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YOUR PENIS WILL GAIN 3 TO 4 
EXTRA INCHES IN JUST 2 DAYS 

TO BE TAKEN . No harmful side effects. 
AUTIFUL ASIAN LADIES 

powerful testosterone enhancers 
FREE PHOTO BROCHURE: Write Box 437-82, Davis, CA 9561) 

s available. A.T.D.C. is S&K Labs most f 

more pumps. Mow wah the calcined . _the one - They could raise 
and only EXCEL-10 you will reach maximum di- |_| 
EXCEL TO mothod wil orottvelicol make your | || Testosterone is the body's natural 

Seecicacoctae nie conserees | || poll ther metoetrane evel 
nescence: | i. — 
Soameenessee | | a regngaves || PPANTOW Video 
lems! The EXCEL-10 Is pees gl ie i, UNCUT Horror, sleaze, cult | 

only #14,5 | =| ORDER NOWII! 1-800-275-7822 hos & exploitation imports, 
nag aaa ic ee. an rarities & bizarre films on | 
seeded || 8K Lats. 25176 Allamic Ba, Sute 101 VHS. Psychedelic, S&M, 

v mail to: EXCEL-10 Dept. Hu7ce) ff Seng Capsules 60 Day cycie | B&D, fetish & fantasy 
“Buy 2 Botties get ind FREE 

Aad tor Priority Maul 

International orders add 25%. (C.0.D.'s U.S. only) 

Yes, | would lie a" § catalog with my order 

theme films. 100's of | 

’, infamous & obscure titles. 

: For our updated catalog | 
send $3 (refund w/first order) to: PHANTOM | 

| VIDEO, PO.Box 7301, Jupiter, FL 33468. Dept. H7se 

The Family Jewel™ “eres, *ANDIT VIBRATES! 

“eer . palnces 2 ee EET 1 atemenna ee 
= Send to: Playhouse Products 
ha: P.O. Box 3530 Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 

— SSS SSS SSS a SSS SS SS ee TEESE eS SE 

Please send me ___ handcrafted “The Family Jewel(s)” ™ 

Size* Non-Vibrator Model Vibrator Model Color 
6-1/4" x 1-3/4" (1 $44.954s3pan 0) $52.95+93 ] Caucasian 

* Penis size does not include balls. 
© 1985 Family Jewel Collection 

| 

: 

oa Sg data 8-1/2" x 2-1/4” 2 $49.95+s3rpah © $57.95+83 © Mulatto | 
7" => 3 N.J. residents add 6% Sales Tax. US Funds only! 7) Black 
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Creative Girls” 

V-MC-AMEX | 

ma 300-691-0001 
| Major Credit Cards and Checks 

| WWW.LizasWortd.com 

TASTE THE | 
PHONE SEX! EXO LLC 

1010890-1-868-622-0625 ht 

UNCENSORED ; 
RECORDED FANTASIES 

1010890-1-868-622-0627 
TOLL CHARGES APPLY 

HOT GAY MEN 1-ON-1 

1-900-468-ME.E T 
98 C/MIN. 

EROTIC VOICE PERSONALS 
1 -900-370- 2500 .. $2/MIN : 

FUCKADREAMGIRL!! 
1-800-568-1110 v9 590 

1-619-497-3000 apnea ee itt HOT NEW PARTYLINE WIL iia | 1-800-808- WETT 
al 27-34 INTL. L.D. CHARGES ONLY 1-900-435-0900, 
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ALTEANATIVE 
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For international ere ee 392-599- 336 MINK 
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= 66-2000: * DOMINATING BITCHES 
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INTERACT WITH YOU ON YOUR P.C. www. WET: TSLUT com 



, superstuds and newcummers. 
rl-ength and wall-to-wall sex aie 

|Full Length Video-A $24.95 Value 
\}ULTIMATE ORGY U1-X 1 This video captures every 

explicit, graphic detail of the most amazing sexual feat 
of the 20th century! 52 copulating sex crazed swingers 

==" | provide the most sexually explosive adult video ever! 
FREE! WITH ANY ORDER OF 3 OR MORE VIDEOS! 
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1°900°993-4284) 
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Tee “L818. 344 4999 
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pets you? calliMe!) 

u 71650 || gI=S0075 57 
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Live, hot, women 
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MUST BE 18+ 

THE MAILBAG 
For Advertising Rates Call ee 13 

HOT FUCKIN PARTY LINE 
1-704-319-2008 Free of All Premium charges _ 
CUM LET'S PLAY WITH EACH OTHER! 
The “ARISTOCATS” Live! 1-800-736-1957 CC'S ONLY 
| AM TEMPEST, I'LL BE YOUR MISTRESS TONIGHT! 
805-773-3888 NO CREDIT CARD 24 HRS 

“y” KINKY FONE FUN 
$42 i200. si. V/MC/AX ONLY ‘$12 

ys Kremer hot ; = Tea res na Ss : 
—o or P 

011 in| res applied. 900#: $4.99/ min. /biled to your phone Must be 18+ NOG BG ae 2 $3.40/ndin Nn 
~ INTERACTIVE FETISH HOTLINE 

i 4 900-740-6232 som ss, 1-212- 242-2620 VIMCIAE. 24 HRS. 
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en “SAi-ss3- | || FOR THE KINKIEST PHONE SEX AROUND rr 
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‘UL ALL f MAILBOX 5 
(OF REDHOT PHOTOS, FILMS, BOOKS, 
MAGAZINES AND CATALOGS NOT 

© THE GENERAL Pie 

RUSH NAME, ADDRESS &"1 TO: 
_MAILCO AP Box 85051 L.A 

AMATEUR 
5 HOMEMADE 

9-10 inches, but 
you'll swell to 
the maximum 
possible. Gentle 
suCctION Massage 
makes the amaz- a 

ling difference. Regie 

ADULT SEX PACKAGE 
: nUSH WHILE SUPPLIES LAST! 

| Spanish Fly | Bizarre Sex 
(New Formula) Magazine 
8 Porno Comics 40 Nasty Photos 

_| Sexy Penis | “Lite Size” Sex Doll 
_j 4 Sex Games | Pussy Shmulator 
ALL YOU SEND IS POST. & HANDLING 
ANY 5-$3 POST. * ALL BFOR $5 —— 

Your all tne tavonte comic sino char 
acters - Popeye * Jiggs * Dagwood « a 
Urphan Anne © Superman and many moreiy 
ma vanety ol Sexual adventures 
25 EXPLICIT COMICS S300 Ff 
FULL VIDEO 

‘Memon Uneies tor One. 
ush Service $1. 

Dept. 0000 Box 93159 Los Angeles CA. 90093 

TW POTTIE PLEASURES) 
PIDDLING PUSSIES PRIVATELY FILMED 

oi The Wildest Wet Videos You've Ever Seen! 
Ea VERS $18 (1100 VIDEOS $15 

m WET PHOTO SET $3 || MAGAZINES 
ary S212 SUBIECTS | 5 

E FUN FACTORY 

: )~<4— sure SEAL FiM 
s Pd FOR PERFECT BOND 

costing Twice as much 
and more, even $60 electric models. Yet SI ER 
is only $13.95 and has a 30-day money-back guarantee, 
Amazing offer... amazing product! Won't she be 
surprised & delighted! Ask your doctor about 
S . Sold as a novelty only. 
NOTICE: The U.S. Post Office, without clinical tests, 
has forbidden the claiming of permanent penis 
enlargement, and we make no such claim. But after 10 

dissatisfaction. And with a 30- -day money-back return 
privilege, you have no risk. So you be the judge. Order | 
today from... 

Th avckd dblay be une to ecdisde Gomaos 
MR. BIGG, INC., Dept.HU257 

P.O. Box 7100, North Hollywood, CA 91609 * Kin ky Nurse : 

«Campus Slave hi 
as Farmers Daughter rm MACATINES 

«Sucking Cheerleader hy | : “ PO a a Peet eet 
L= *Baltroom Sucker $2 er | : - s Unique Sales 

«Horny Teacher . " Box 69765 a ¥ SF PHOTOS wah eoch ORDER | A B Absolutely Incredi : ie | L.A., CA 90069 S.N. OUTLET | gor 22 Hise zara cA p10 | 40 NEE Outiandish Scenes O — : | 
, = CIVIDEO INTRODUCTORY OFFER $4 shipping) 9 

8 Magazine Introductory Offer $3 shippin 
#60) 'H FOR $5 shipping @Catalog Only $ 

oa ees pence eee oe 
‘| THE KIND OF STUFF YOU CAN'T GET | 

IN THE REGULAR ADULT VIDEOS Be 
@10forS2 M50 for $5 AKE ANY HOT SUBJECTS | 
B25 Antal Ss3 Photos $1 UST FOR YOUR 

ee NAME & ADDRESS a 
SANT TO YOU WITH OUR CATALOG 

ENCLOSE $1 POSTAGE 
(-] 24 HOUR RUSH ADD $2 j 

Sweet Stuff CJBlack Bitches |_|Schoo! Sluts 
Lesbian Lust [_JForbidden Sex LJWierd Orgies 

(Fetish Fun C)Playground Pussies 

: VIDEO 
‘RS! 

as 

SHOCKE 

UNDER THE 
1, COUNTER 

Ga FORBIDDEN VIDEOS 

'T MISS THIS INTRODUCTORY , 

DOM ATALOG GIVEAWAY OFFER ™ 

Incredible scenes of big black bitches 
awesome asses and inst thes for wild , | “i ALL THE HARD TO FIND SUBJECTS _ __GHRIS IMP. CO. abl apps fr wi in, ; } YOU'VE HEARD ABOUT Bu COULDNT GET! 

BOX 85097, HLe6 | Phe heres (30 For $4 y | We can'? mention 
. LOS ANGELES, CA 90072 | | TT 

‘ , | as } | ‘we C60 VIDEOS $10 (150 VIDEOS $20 
$2 

Expose Ent. Box 93159 Los Angeles, CA 90093 | UNIVERSAL IMPORTS * Box 46910 LA, CA 90046 



TO MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SIZE! 
MEN REPORT NEW DIMENSIONS OF 9 INCHES... 

_10 INCHES... EVEN AS MUCH AS 12 FULL INCHES! 

for saa VJ5IsLe HEDULIS tie Veny 
FSS Thies you uses ws systeuy.. 523 

How Py, ow LONG and pow ce aad 
SOif your own pals su) Dasoiial 

te r models availabe) PLUS a 

you would expect to pay. 

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS: 
ULTRA-MODERN TECHNOLOGY 

AND GOOD OLD-FASHIONED VALUE - 

Made in the U.S.A., these state-of-the-art vacuum pumps 
are equal or better than those prescribed by doctors that 
sell for up to $430. ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES! 

2 MODELS: OWE TO FIT ANY 
BUDGET, ANY 

fo instructional manual. 

Af LAST a Buus LAE WAYS bss 
il2 PURE JOTS OF WAS TURE ATO 

In a short time you can learn new ways of enjoying 

sexual ecstasy alone or with your partner! Dozens of - 

techniques are exposed in words and photos. Every act, 

every method, every device is discussed in detail. Learn | 
to enjoy prolonged periods of continuous ecstasy! To 
delay your climax as long as you want! To make your | r= 

Zl | ZC ar 7 leew) & : MA 

Powerjnl Priple- 5 Si Den th ! PO. AGN aor 627 * poten “CA 91387 
| Gentiemen: Please send the itern(s) indicated. 

| enclose OCheck ae Order 

Book,” ricer ms oracles CISPECIAL! “Big | 

patented “erection sentry,” PLUS an — 
instructional manual on maximum 

sand ALL THIS — 
at a price that is literally 1/10 of what 

NOTE: All pump models include “MAXIMUM GAINS” How- | 

“4 | 0 30 day supply $10 §=) 90 day supply $20 «=D 6 month supply $30 i 

“oT AVAILABLE ped ANY STORE! | 

UMS Us panhttlisex” corn 

Leds OLS 250) BARNYARD FANTASIES 

0 ¥ ya 

AES 1 60m) | 

15¢ ia * 
———— ———— ———————— THE DAWG HAUS 

Fo ie WET STORIES 

25 THLES © ALL TAPES 60 MINUTES =f 

PERVERSIONS 

JUICY DRCASES | ONY #9 
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sex connections http: '/www.ontinet8. com/hole . adults overts. cyber- “SOX | connections htty || www freelooks. com/tramps * adults over 18. cyber 
< Internet action http://www. twogirlsex. .com/wet-girls + adults o over 18. cyber-sex ht tp: HHeawews.c -online18.com/pink » . adults o' over 18. 

THE ULTIM JATE PHONE SEX LINE! 
Pick Your | ‘Pleasure . Women Are Waiting. 

a 800-742-4450 
© - Adults over 18. 

“SENSATIONAL PHONE : SEX! | 

We're friendly, hot & so horny! 

; i- 800- 557-3230 avuirs over 18. 

"NEW YORK'S FINEST PHONE SEX. 
All Fantasies! A All Fetishes! 
1-800- 440-921 0 Adutts over 18. 

WARM, WILLING & HOT! _ 

1-800-815-6670 or 1-800-748-4420 
ults Over 

- HANNAHS HOT PHONE ACTION 
1-800-766-4489 

Adults over 18. 

“NASTY PHONE SEX! © 

1- 800-57 1-4867 
Adults over 18. d 

Passionate, Friendly & Personal 
_ 1-800-210-8808 Adul ts ower 18. 

SEXY! SENSUOUS! HOT! 
1-800-856-4001 Adults over 18. 

SHOW ME!! 
I'll do it! Tell me how you want it! 

call 1-800-770-6270 
; Adults over 18. 

LUCY'S FULL STRENGTH PHONE SEX. 
Packs a wallop! 1-800-572-4867 Adults over 18. 

MISTRESS JULIA KNOWS WHAT 
you want! 1-800-770-6230 

Adults over 18. 

SEXY, HOT GALS 1-800- 373-3052 
a dults over 18. 

NAUGHTY NANCY'S 
LUSCIOUS LADIES 

1-800-588-1810 Adults over 18 

JUICY FANTASIES 
1-800-770-6310 

Adults over 18. 

EXQUISITE BY PHONE 
1- 800- 488- 0513 Adults over 16. 

(NASTY NANETTE! | need it bad, 
everyday! Everyway! Can rey give me 

what I need?! Call 1-800-724-2280 ) Adults over 18. 

EXOTIC ASIAN GALS WANT YOU 
Hot phone sex with Suzy! 

1- 800-720- .2290 Adults over 18. 

I'M JUST NAUGHTY, BUT | KNOW HOW 

TO BRING OUT THE BAD BOY IN YOU! 

1- 800- -511- 2428 Adults over 18. 

HOT BLACK MODELS GIVE GOOD PHONE! 

1-800- 506- 5425 adults over 18. 

YOUR HOT THROBBING FANTASIES 

Break The Taboo 
1-800-488-0514 Adults over 18. 

HOT PHONE SEX. DIAL DIRECT. 

: 1- 800- -741-4480 Adults over 18. 

PERSONAL PHONE SEX CONTACT | 

1-800-717- 1150 Adults over 18. 

HOT TALKING - HARD LOVING 
Listen or record. Straight & Kinky 

1-800-811-9400 Hot info 
Adults over 18. 

sex connections http://www. twogirlsex. com/horny + adults over 18. cyber-sex connections http: :/ www.freelooks. com/tramps * adults over 18. cyber 

: BUSTY BLONI DES 
ne mae 

[i 2 de -800-494-8462 asus over 18. a. 

EXPERIENCE THE ULTIMATE 
PHONE FANTASY 10ON1 

1 -80 0-73 1-337 70. dults over 18, 

TOTAL TITILLATION 1-800-588-1750 _ 
Adults over 18. 

~ LOVE TALK AND MORE 
eS -800- 205-6300 Adults over 18. 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
1-800-714-1140 

Adults over 18. 

EXTREME 1-800-210-8802 Aduits over 1. 
HOT PHONE eens or -206-9998 

duits over 

ADULT EROTICA 
Lesbian Couples Need Men 
For Ultimate PLEASURE 

FANTASY!! 1-800-588- 2170 
Adults over 18. 

UNUSUAL URGES 1-800- 209- 1920 
Adults over 18, 

FAST PHONE SEX! 1-800-230-. 1452 
Adults over 18. 

HAND PICKED FOR PLAY 
1-800-216-1207 aduits over sa 

HOT AND STEAMY 
1-800-588-1980 

t's Over 18. 

1 ON 1 GET IT NOW! No Credit Cards 

]1- 800-258-5237 Adults over 18, 

INSTANT PHONE SEX! 

1-800-207-8104 aduits over se 

FARM GIRLS SO HOT WE’LL 
BURN YOUR EARS! 1- -800- -238-6722 

EAGER ELAINE! 1 
_ Adults over 18. Hot housewives do it alll 

PALACE OF PLEASURE 
1- 800-258- 5231 Adults ower 18. 

ALWAYS HOT! ALWAYS PRIVATE! — 
1-800-557-3558 

. Aduits over 18. 

~ “REAL SAMPLES” 
Horny women want to turn you on! 

1- 800-871-1131 Adults over 18. 

*SEXY HOT GIRLS* 1 on 1 or Wild Party! 
1-800-373- 3046 Adults over 18. 

FOR THE BEST QUALITY& PRICE 
IN PHONE SEX 1- 800-440-9150 

Adults over 18, 

‘HOT PANTY GIRLS WILL DOIT 
FOR YOU 1-800-440-9250 

Adults over 16. 

INSTANT PHONE SEX CONTACTS! 
24 Hours/All Points 1-800-488-0517 

Adults over 18. 

SEXY SARAH'S FABULOUS FEMMES 

1-800- 440-9180 » Adults over 18. 

it ea oY 

‘SOULMATES 1- 800- 406.7 878 
Adults. over 18. 

1-800-280-7482 

HOT PHONE SEX 

| —Tuscious LISTINGS. 
PERSONAL BY PHONE. 

1-800- 720-2230 
Adults over 18, 

SLEAZY SENSATIONS 

—-1-800- 474-5472 Adults over 18. 

RACY RAND!’ 'S WICKED WIVES 
1-800-518-5425 Adults over 18. 

_ PAULA PINK’S SLEAZY SEXPOTS 

1-800-373-3041 Adults over 18. 

ee ‘SPECIAL INTERESTS? 
= Piles th 

~ 1-800- 709- 2226 
_ Adults over 18. =a 

DARING DARLA’S. BOUNCY BLONDES 
1-800-527-2229 Adults over 18. 

TEMPTING TRICIA'S LUSTFUL 

LESBIANS 1-800-508- 8255 Adults over 18. 

SENSUAL PHONE EXPERIENCE 
They're hot, erotic, and available. 

Call 1- -800-588-2140 
Adults over 18, 

HORNY HOLLY’S HAPPY HARLOTS 
1-800-470-5472 Adults over 18. 

PASSIONATE PATTY'S PHONE SEX 

EXPERIENCE 1-800-501-7825 Adults oy over 18. 

NAUGHTY NURSES 

i- 800- 207- 8105 Adults over 18. 

HOT BABES! WILD 800! 
1-800-708-0020 Avuits overs 

PERSONAL! Real Ladies 

Real Action 1-800-588-1840 
Adults over 18. 

“SEX- CRAZED. 1- 800-405-3687 Adults over 18. 

TERRIFIC TRACY'S DEEP DESIRES 

1-800-440-9230 or 1-800-495-7710 
Adults over 18. 

FOR THE WILDEST ADULT MESSAGES" 

CALL 1-800-440-9350 
Adults over 18. 

KINKY CONNECTIONS 1-800-557-7558 
Adults over 18. 

CUNNING CONNIE’S LUSCIOUS 
LOVELIES 1-800- 373-3042 

Adults Over 19 

DOWN AND DIRTY 
1-800-440-9310 

Adults over 18. 

JIGGLING JUDY'S 
SAUCY SECRETARIES 1-800-373-3051 

Adults over 18, 

: PERSONAL PLEASURES FOR MEN. 
1-800-340-4990 Adults over 18. 

Internet action http://www. twogirlsex. com/wet-girls * adults over 18. cyber-sex http: / www. online18.com/lips: * adults over 18. 
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ROYAL SALES Dept. 
Box 1835, Studio City, CA 91604 

VIDEO & MAGAZINE PRICES 
O6FOR$18 012FOR $24 

OO ALL 24 FOR $36 
CIRCLE SELECTIONS 

123456789 0 11 12 13 
1415 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

MAGAZINES CIRCLE SELECTIONS 
1234567 89 10 11 12 13 
14.15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 264 

FREE CATALOG POSTAGE & 
WITH ORDER SHIPPING $3 
ORUSH SERVICE ADD $2 ENCLOSED $___ | 

| SIGNATURE 
| AM OVER 19 YEARS OLD AND REQUEST THIS MATERIA | 

system sold directly to you from the manufacture. 

re Pee 8 ee. iT 
THE BAP bee se 
Seats WICIY : 

‘You can ave a longer, 
thicker, harder penis now! 

Our customers tell us 9 inches... 10 inches... 
even a BIG 12 inches is possible! 

Buy The Complete PENIS ENLARGEMENT SYSTEM 

poh From The 

Tidne ag Moa azine 

We offer the same 
type of pump 

Phone In Your Order Super Stud John West prescribed by 
vn uaweviee.”™ | doctors that sells TOLL FREE or FAX 
er mem for up to $500.00! | your order for immediate delivery. 

how using sor detxe |e only complete penis enlargement system that includes 
pump cangiveyoua — |Step-by-step instructional video and magazine used successfully 
nice occa for 25 years with more than 10 million satisfied customers. 
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* The now about 5 
inches, about 40% of his 

maomum potential 

the pump and is now a full 

12 inches 

“My name is John West. I'm an actor in adult movies. Thanks for 

| Making the most fantastic pump I've ever used. Your pump and only 

your pump gives me the erection | need, when | need i. | really 

enjoy those extra inches and the girls in my movies really love my 

thicker, stiffer, longer penis. The pump is so good | never need a 

| prolong ring or cock ring to stay hard as long as | want.” 

Here is why our complete penis enlargement system 
works where others fail. 
A complete penis enlargement system should include an 

instructional video and magazine. The easy to follow step-by- 
Step instructions shows you how to use the penis vacuum 
pump. You will see how other men succeed so you can be 
successful with your penis pump. 

Our deluxe super vacuum pump creates more vacuum than 
any penis pump available anywhere at any price. It is the | 
vacuum that is created in the clear cylinder thatexpands and | © 
enlarges your penis thicker, harder and longer than you ever | our wenske 
dreamed possible. 
bry ne de se hanpentbscepmmapeionptee cig : 

oo metco.com 

nol ¢ | ' ) be successful. ‘‘igites | 
1. The squeeze build pump - a small inexpensive foreign 1 | WITH FREE INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO [ma rmoust 3 
import that uses a litle bulb you squeeze but aes not crea {[AND MAGAZINE ONLY $24.95 

| to enlarge the penis | tear ima ten OFFER JOHN : 

plastic jaa is poorer on 1 the penis to try to maintain a 4 ORDER TOLL FREE 1 “800-378-4689 OR FAX# 1-818-345-4643 
semi-erect penis. The ring can actually restrict blood flow to ; wits (]visa Clwc [lamex 
the penis. 1 = is = 

3. The electric pump-various models sell for about $35 to | , CARD No;| Bij 
$100. This is a converted fish tank aquarium pump that has ee 
been changed to suck air instead of blowing bubbles. A small | OPA MONTH YEAR 
motor that gives you vibrations and ae but does nor } CREDIT CARD ORDERS SHIPPED ONLY TO THE CARDHOLDERS STREET ADORESS. 

oun aoed Gar made in the U.S.A.’ dehase super puma with  Siguate 
the extra long 10 inch remote plunger piston assembly. ! = 
Men report enlargement up to 9, 10, and even 12 inches is 

possible. Watch your penis grow thicker, fatter, stiffer and 
longer when you use the world’s largest selling penis enlargement 
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOANIE ALLUM 

Sensual contortionist Iris was dis- 

played like a caged animal in an 

Appalachian carnival until she escaped 

with a wealthy podiatrist. 

“Finally, a man who appreciates my 

talents,” Iris gushes. “Dr. Chisolm 

begs me to soak my feet in hot water 
and work his dick between my warm, 

soft arches. After he comes on my 

digits, | spread my toes and lick tt off. 

I'd do anything to please Dr. 
Chisolm—foot-fuck him in the ass, 

cram my little tootsies down his 

throat. I just hope he doesn’t forget 
how snug and wet my pussy feels.” 
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YOU TOO CAN GO FROM MINISCULE TO MIAMMOTH 
& HAVE ERECT MEASUREMENTS UP TO 12 HUGE INCHES! 

é THE SUPRA-12 PENIS 
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WORKS ON NATURAL PRINCIPLES... 
NO GUESSWORK... NO MUMBO-JUMBO! 

The male erection is produced when blood flows into 

the special bu/bocavernosus muscles inside the penis 
shaft. As these muscles fill, the penis increases in diam- 
eter and thickness. By increasing their capacity as the 
SUPRA-12 does, they can hold more blood, resulting in 
A DRAMATICALLY LONGER, THICKER ERECTION. Users of 

SUPRA-12 say they're “truly astounded” when they see 
their penises reach startling new proportions inside the 
chamber of the SUPRA-12. And you will be too! 

THE SUPRA VALVE & SENTRY PROLONG 
RING ARE FEATURES NO OTHER 

MANUFACTURER OFFERS! 
Getting a huge, fat erection is one thing... keeping it is 
another!! That's where the features of the SUPRA put it 
miles ahead of its competitors! The patented SUPRA Valve 
“locks in” the vacuum power for the biggest size possi- 
ble in the shortest amount of time. Don't be fooled by 
claims of “more vacuum.” Too much can cause medical 
problems. Every SUPRA-12 pump passes stringent quality 
control and is tested according to medical standards — 
no more — no less. And with the SENTRY Prolong Ring, 
you can stay as hard as you want, for as long as you want. 
IMPORTANT! All professional medical vacuum pumps 
(including $500 models) include prolong or tension rings. 
Our Sentry fits any size penis, and there is no hassle in 
removal or pulling of the pubic hair as in others. The near- 
ly invisible SENTRY rests comfortably at the base of your 
penis, maintaining your dynamic “super erection” indef- 
initely, but never interfering with your pleasure - EVER! 
You can penetrate your sex partner deeply, enjoying inter- 
course more than ever before, because the Sentry GIVES 
YOU COMPLETE ERECTION CONTROL! 

VALUE... 
3 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM! 

According to U.S. News and World Report, our Vacuum 
Pumps and Erection Rings are “simple, safe and effec- 
tive” (8/24/92). The SUPRA-12 is the World's Best Selling 

line of Penis Enlargement and Erection Building systems, 

ENLARGEMENT and ERECTION 
” BUILDING SYSTEM IS DISTRIBUTED 
and SOLD IN 68 COUNTRIES SINCE | 

15 MILLION SATISFIED MEN! 
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*FedEx shipped to street addresses only. PO. Boxes shipped by US. Mail 
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CALL TOLL FREE 
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/ 1-888-920-PUMIP 
mail to: BRISTOL MEDICAL Dept. HU-078 

and at a price that is an international “Best Deal!” Similar P.O. Box 7419, Van Nuys, California 91409-7419 
when prescribed by physicians, can cost between 

$300 to $650 or more! That’s why the SUPRA-12, with 
the patented SUPRA Valve and SENTRY Prolong Ring, is 
such an incredible value! 
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You are about to make a very important 
decision. It’s your hard-earned money = 
why not use if to purchase the best stem 
money can buy. We are so confident, we'll 
make the following guarantee: Place the 
SUPRA-12 next to ANY vacuum pump on 

the market and you'll instantly see 
the difference. In fact, we're so sure 

| you'll agree that it’s the finest pump 
made that we'll offer this DOUBLE 

| THE DIFFERENCE Guarantee: If you 
purchase any pump from any 
manufacturer, that can equal ours 
in features and service, but at a 
lower price, we'll refund double 

} the difference - 

- 
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no questions asked! 

Address 

Please ship the following. | enclose § 

[ lBulb-Operated DEVELOPER with 
Sentry Prolong Ring and instructions ... 

[C)*G* Force CENTRIC with 
_ sentry Prolong Ring and instructions 

L)Battery-Operated EREC-TRONIC with 
Sentry Prolong Ring and instructions 

_|Deluxe ELECTRIC model with 
Sentry Prolong Ring and instructions 

LI ACTIVATOR Capsules... 

$14.95 

$23.95 

$37.95 

$39.95 
§ 12.00 

CL) CUM GUSHER Pills... .§ 18.00 

CIIRON ROD Pills sesssverssessstesate WOO 

L L]Send ALL 3 Capsules & Pills. mr $30.00 

LISENTRY PROLONG RING 
(when purchased adore} $10. 00 

Cicheck C) Money Order 

Total Purchase .........$___ 

CA residents 
add sales tax............5 

Shippang 
US. Mail a FecdEx* 35.00 
TOTAL ENCLOSED 
OR CHARGED... = | 

To assure prompt service 
include shipping cost 

Foreign orders add $10 S&H. 

CHARGE IT- VISA OOMC OAMEX DDISC. Exp. Date 
MINIMUM $20 

Trt 
ACCOUNT at Ts 

) Signature 

CL WD) WIL 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-888-920-PUMP On FAX 1-818-709-0704 » 24 Hours / 7 Days 

Name (print) 

City/State/Zip 
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HUSTLE 
SULTRY SIRENS 
Bang the bell, and slide down the pole. August’s HUSTLER 
smokes with a four-alarm blaze of ball-blistering hotties. A 
buxom brunette spreads her legs for a bareback ride that breaks 
the spirit of her horny stud. A snooty sorority girl soils her 
school record and indulges in the forbidden fruits of the ghet- 
to. An artistic blonde finger paints with her natural juices and 
stains her bed. Two horny, blue-collar betties bet their bodies in 
a nasty game of strip poker. Palm your ax, and don a raincoat. 
August HUSTLER wrenches the nut off gushing hydrants. 

TOP TEN SEX CITIES 
Cruising hookers on payday is as American as a prom-night 
blowjob. However, in recent years, prostitution has fallen on 
hard times. Daunted by the fear of AIDS or arrest, millions 
of would-be johns shun sex from the street. The quantity and 

quality of curbside coochie has suffered. Despite the down- 
swing, the world’s oldest profession thrives in several U.S. 
cities, with pussy prices at an all-time low. In America’s Top 
Ten Cities Selling Sex, HUSTLER correspondent Larry 
Wichman bankrolls a seed-spilling shopping spree and edu- 
cates consumers on helpful hints for smart whoring. 

HOLLYWOOD GOES GONZO 
Twenty-five years ago, Raoul Duke packed a medical bag 
full of illicit drugs, a .357 Magnum and his attorney into a 
red, convertible Buick, roaring off to the desert in search of 
the American Dream. This summer, the drug-addled jour- 
nalist’s journey through Sin City comes to a theater near 
you. Hunter S. Thompson passes his signature cigarette 
holder to Johnny Depp for the upcoming film version of 
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas. HUSTLER correspon- 

dent Kevin P. Simonson visits Thompson’s hidden fortress 
in Colorado and goes line for line with the thinking man’s 
outlaw. Learn the behind-the-scenes stories from the top- 

secret set of this summer’s counterculture blockbuster. 

DRENCHED WITH DESIRE 
In chat rooms across the nation, an ever-increasing number of 

one-handed typists successfully seduce females to come in 
from cyberspace. In August’s Sex Play, “Waxing on the Web: 
A Service Manual for Online Hookups,” HUSTLER com- 

putes the pros and cons of using technology to troll for trim. 

Bits & Pieces puts the passion back in fashion with an extra- 
special swimsuit spread. Erotic Entertainment samples XXX 
star Shayla La Veaux’s velvet folds before she sells herself for 
mass consumption. August is the hottest month of the year. 

Dunk your head in America’s coolest skinny-dipping holes. 

August HUSTLER on sale June 2, 1998. 

HUSTLER’s Web site is coming now at 
http://www.hustler.com 

July HUSTLER 



24 HOURS! LIVE! 24 HOURS! LIVE! 24 HOURS! LIVE! 
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Always HOT SLAMMIN'F 
ACTION! Call NOW! | 

909-U- w OVE BSlO0=FUCK 
TV, TS, GAY OR STRAIGHT! WE GO ALL 
1 a 2 O QO. & & 9 . D 4 re he (e425) SPREAD OUR WET LIPS! CREAM OUR HOLES! 
i} 1-900-535-SLUT 
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